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Abstract 
The first half is a tutorial on orderings, lattices, Boolean algebras, operators on Boolean 
algebras, Tarski’s fixed point theorem, and relation algebras. 
In the second half, elements of a complete relation algebra are used as “meanings” for pro- 
gram statements. The use of relation algebras for this purpose was pioneered. by de Bakker 
and de Roever in [IO-121. For a class of programming languages with program schemes, sin- 
gle n-recursion, while-statements, if -then-else, sequential composition, and nondeterministic 
choice, a definition of “correct interpretation” is given which properly reflects the intuitive (or 
operational) meanings of the program constructs. A correct interpretation includes for each pro- 
gram statement an element serving as “input/output relation” and a domain element specifying 
that statement’s “domain of nontermination”. The derivative of Hitchcock and Park [ 171 is de- 
fined and a relation-algebraic version of the extension by de Bakker [8,9] of the Hitchcock-Park 
theorem is proved. The predicate transformers wps (-) and wlps (-) are defined and shown to 
obey all the standard laws in [15]. The “law of the excluded miracle” is shown to hold for an 
entire language if it holds for that language’s basic statements (assignment statements and so 
on). Determinism is defined and characterized for all the program constructs. A relation-algebraic 
version of the invariance theorem for while-statements is given. An alternative definition of in- 
tepretation, called “demonic”, is obtained by using “demonic union” in place of ordinary union, 
and “demonic composition” in place of ordinary relational composition. Such interpretations are 
shown to arise naturally from a special class of correct interpretations, and to obey the laws of 
wps (-). 
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1. Introduction 
A basic idea of relational semantics [7] is to let the “meaning” of a program statement 
S be a binary relation rs connecting inputs (initial machine states) with outputs (final 
machine states). An abstract computer has some (finite or infinite) sets of “states” 
and “computations”. Every program statement S has an associated set of terminating 
computations. Each terminating computation C has an initial state ~1 and a final state 
02. Then rs is the set of those pairs (err, 02) that arise from terminating computations 
of S. For deterministic program statements the input-output relation rs is a partial 
function from states to states. If S is nondeterministic then the input-output relation rs 
may not be a function, and may include several pairs that have the same initial state 
(even infinitely many pairs in the case of unbounded nondetetminism). 
Real computer programs get into “infinite loops”, so an abstract computer may also 
have a set of “nonterminating computations”. A nonterminating computation has an 
initial state but no final state. Besides its terminating computations, a program statement 
S may have an associated set of nonterminating computations. One way to incorporate 
nontermination into a single relation rs ’ is to introduce a fictitious state, perhaps called 
“bottom” or “undefined” or “infinity”, denoted by I, w, co, or some such symbol, and 
let ri be the binary relation containing all pairs of states (ai, Q) that are connected by 
a terminating computation of S, together with all pairs of the form (Q,I), where 03 
is the initial state of a nonterminating computation of S. Thus rz codes up the input- 
output relation rs of S and the “domain of nontermination” of S. An alternative is to 
take the meaning of S to be a pair (rs, es), where rs is the input-output relation and es 
is either the domain of nontermination of S (e.g., , [5, 41, p. 511, 31) or, better yet, a 
binary relation that codes up this domain, such as the set of pairs (c~s,od), where (13 is 
the initial state of a nonterminating computation of S and 04 is any state whatsoever. 
The nontermination relation es is completely determined by its domain, so es is called 
a “domain relation”. (The domain of a binary relation is the set of elements that appear 
as the first term of a pair in the relation.) The domain of the nontermination relation 
es is the domain of nontermination of S. (One reason for using a domain relation, 
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instead of simply a set, is to have only one type of object, namely relations, instead of 
two, relations and sets.) The “domain of guaranteed termination” is, naturally, the set 
of states from which no nonterminating computation is possible. It is the domain of 
the complement of the nontermination relation. By intersecting rs with the complement 
of es we get an input-output relation with no possibility of nontermination, called the 
“safe input-output relation”. 
A natural setting for such algebraic manipulation of relations is the relation algebra 
of all binary relations on machine states. Let U be the set of states and let Re(U) 
be the set of all binary relations on U. Let 1’ be the identity relation on U. For any 
binary relations x,y E Re(U), the union of x and y is x + y, the complement of x 
(with respect to U x tJ) is X, the relative product of x and y is x;y, and the converse 
of x is f. We thereby obtain the relation algebra 
‘Se (U) = (Re(U),+,-,;,‘,l’) 
of all binary relations on U. The intersection of x and y is defined by x. y = X + 7, the 
universal relation 1 is defined by 1 = f + 1’ (so 1 = U x U), and the empty relation 
0 is defined by 0 = i. Two of the elements of this algebra are rs and es. A subset 
W G U corresponds to the domain relation W x U. The domain relation corresponding 
to U itself is 1. A relation x is a domain relation iff ’ x; 1 = x. Thus ,es; 1 = es. The 
domain relations form a Boolean subalgebra of the Boolean algebra (Re(U), +, -), 
so complements of domain relations are domain relations. For example, the domain 
relation of guaranteed termination is 6. Intersecting this with the inputoutput relation 
gives the safe inputoutput relation rs . q. 
In Dijkstra’s predicate transformer semantics [13-l 51 there are two transformers as- 
sociated with each statement S, namely wlps (-) and wps (-), called the “weakest liberal 
precondition” and “weakest precondition”, respectively. These transformers map sets of 
states to sets of states, so they are modeled by functions that map domain relations to 
domain relations. Let x be a domain relation. According to the intended meaning of 
wlps (-), a state rr is in the domain of wlps (x) iff every terminating computation of S 
starting at 0 has its final state in the domain of x. This intention is realized by defining 
wlps (x) = rs ;X . 
(Note that wlps (x) turns out to be a domain relation because x is a domain relation. 
Y 
For an arbitrary relation x, rs ;X may not be a domain relation, although rs ;s is 
always a domain relation.) 
The intended meaning of wps (-) is that CJ is in the domain of wps (x) iff every 
computation of S that starts at cr must terminate and must have its final state in the 
domain of x, that is, cr is in the domain of wlps (x) and ~7 is in the domain of guaranteed 
termination. So the proper definition is 
wps(x)=rs;X.G. 
’ We use “iff” as an abbreviation for “if and only if” 
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It is now easy to derive many basic laws governing wps (-) and wlps (-). For example, 
a state o is in the domain of wps (1) iff it is in the domain of guaranteed termination 
of S, i.e., 
WPs(l) =es (3) 
It follows immediately from (1) and (2) that the connection between the transformers 
is 
wps (xl = wlps (1) . Ts (1) . (4) 
Definitions (1) and (2) still apply in case ‘Se (U) is replaced by an arbitrary relation 
algebra 
cu = (A, +, -, ;,-‘, 1’) , (5) 
with rs, es E A. In this case (3) becomes a simple theorem that is easily deduced from 
the axioms that 9I must satisfy in order to be a relation algebra, namely, 
(Bal) (x+y)+z=x+(y+z), 
(Ba2) x+y=y+x, -- 
(Ba3) x=X+y+X+y, 
(Ral) (x;Y);z = x;(Y;z), 
(Raz) (x + y);z = x;z + y;z, 
(Rax) x; 1’ = X, 
(RG) i =x, 
(Ra5) (x+yr =i+P, 
0%) (x;yY = P;i, 
V_ 
(Ra7) x;x;y + 7 = 7. 
The first three of these axioms insure that (A, +, -) is a Boolean algebra, and are due 
to Huntington [21,22]. The final seven are known from the work of De Morgan [36] 
and Peirce [43], and were used by Tarski [52] in an axiomatization of a portion of the 
Peirce-SchrGder calculus of binary relations. 
The relation algebra ‘%e (U) is complete, atomic, simple, and representable, while 
2l may have none of these properties. In particular, the elements of ‘$I may not be 
actual binary relations, and may also not behave like them, beyond what is guaranteed 
by the relation-algebraic axioms. In spite of this generality, much can be proved, as 
is demonstrated by the extent of this and other papers, starting with [lo], folldwed 
by [ll, 12,47,48,3], and others. (See [49] and the references therein.) Some material 
originally done for !Re (U) is generalized here to arbitrary complete relation algebras. 
Let ?&at be the set of statements of a programming language. In Section 6 we 
define an ‘%-interpretation to be a pair (r,e) of functions that map Ydat to elements 
of ‘8 such that es ; 1 = es for every S E Ydat. Thus, to get an Z-interpretation, we 
can let r be a completely arbitrary map from statements into the algebra a, but e must 
map %at into the set of domain elements of 5% Note that absolutely no connection 
is assumed to hold between the elements of ?I assigned to a compound statement 
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and the elements assigned to its constituent parts. Nevertheless, many standard laws 
of predicate transformers are proved in Section 6 on the basis of these very general 
definitions, such as: (3) and (4) hold, if x is a domain element then so are wlps (x) 
and wps (x), the function wlps (-) is universally multiplicative, the function wps (-) is 
completely multiplicative, and S is deterministic iff fs ;rs < 1’ and rs . es = 0. 
Of course, to carry out such proofs we need a fair amount of basic material concem- 
ing Boolean algebras, operators on Boolean algebras, and relation algebras. Sections 2-5 
contain all the background needed for such proofs in the later sections. Except for its 
organization and presentation in one place, almost none of the material in these sec- 
tions is new, and much of it is quite elementary. These sections are almost completely 
self-contained. They start from the axioms (Ba, HBas) and (Ral)+Ra7) and build up 
all the results needed for proving the theorems in later sections. Almost all proofs are 
given in complete detail. 
Section 2 (“Orderings, lattices, and Boolean algebras”) contains definitions of partial 
ordering, upper bound, least upper bound, join, lower bound, greatest lower bound, 
meet, lattice, complete lattice, and Boolean algebra. Theorem 3 * gives a list of 21 
identities satisfied in every Boolean algebra. The identities are listed in an order that 
facilitates their proof from Huntington’s axioms. (As far as I know, Huntington’s proof 
that his axioms are sufficient for all Boolean identities appears nowhere else in the 
literature besides his original papers.) Section 2 also contains proofs that the standard 
ordering < in a Boolean algebra is a partial ordering that preserves meets and joins and 
forms a lattice with maximum element 1 and minimum element 0. Some generalized 
associativity and commutativity theorems for arbitrary meets and joins are stated and 
proved in 8-10. 
Section 3 is a brief exposition of part of the theory of unary operators on Boolean 
algebras. Section 3 is based on the work of Jonsson and Tarski [26]. This subject is 
extensively developed in [26] and is applied to relation algebras and cylindric algebras 
in [27]. Another account of the theory is given in [16]. We need just a few theorems 
from [26]. They are used mostly to prove some of the theorems on relation algebras 
in Section 5, but they are also occasionally used in the later sections, since predicate 
transformers are unary operators on Boolean algebras. Definitions of normal, monotonic, 
additive, multiplicative, completely additive, universally additive, completely multiplica- 
tive, universally multiplicative, and conjugated functions are given, along with some 
basic results concerning these concepts, such as: conjugated functions are completely 
additive and completely additive functions are monotonic. The Jonsson-Tarski charac- 
terizations of conjugated functions are also presented. 
Section 4 is devoted to a statement and proof of Tarski’s fixed point theorem, which 
asserts that the fixed points of a monotonic function on a complete lattice form a 
nonempty complete lattice. 
2 References to theorems and definitions are always given in boldface type, usually with no preceding 
descriptive term such as “Theorem” or “Definition”. 
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Section 5 is a brief introduction to relation algebras. It is confined to the definition 
of relation algebras, some examples, a list of 35 elementary laws true in all relation 
algebras, definitions of domain elements and functional elements, a few basic facts 
about such elements, and some results concerning fixed points of certain monotonic 
functions on complete relation algebras. Some of these are well-known for %e (U), 
such as: the least fixed point of the function p+q;(-) is p+q; p+q;q;p+q;q;q;p+. . -. 
Except for the results on fixed points, this material can be found in [6,27]. 
After Section 6, in which the internal structure of program statements is irrele- 
vant, we come to Section 7, which introduces “correct interpretations”, those which 
“correctly” connect the elements assigned to the parts of a complex statement with 
those assigned to the statement itself. After some motivation for these connections, the 
definition of correct interpretation is given, followed by a few technical results con- 
cerning substitutions and free variables. The rest of the section includes the definition 
of the derivatives, a relation-algebraic version of the Hitchcock-Park-de Bakker theo- 
rem, theorems relating the predicate transformers of complex statements to the pred- 
icate transformers of their parts, a proof that if the basic statements of the language 
satisfy the “law of the excluded miracle”, then so do all the compound statements, 
some results concerning determinism, and a generalized invariance theorem for while- 
statements. The final section is devoted to “demonic interpretations”. We show that 
they arise naturally from a special class of correct interpretations and obey all the laws 
of wps (-)- 
2. Orderings, lattices, and Boolean algebras 
Definition 1. Let B be an arbitrary set and let < be a binary relation on B. 
(i) The relation < is called a partial ordering of B if for all x, y E B we have 
(a) x <x ( < is reflexive over B), 
(b) if x6y and y&z then xdz (< is transitive), 
(c) if x < y and y <x then x = y ( < is antisymmetric). 
(ii) Let I be an arbitrary set and suppose there is some xi E B for every i E I. An 
element y E B is an upper bound of {Xi : i E I } if xi < y for every i E 1. 
(iii) If y is an upper bound of {xi : i E I } and y <z for every upper bound z of 
{xi : i E I}, then y is called the least upper bound of {xi : i E I } or the join of 
{xi:i~I}andisdenotedby~{xi:iEZ}or’&,xi. 
(iv) An element y E B is a lower bound of {xi : i E I } if y <xi for every i E I. 
(v) If y is a lower bound of {xi : i E I } and zd y for every lower bound z of 
{xi : i E I }, then y is called the greatest lower bound of {Xi : i E I } or the meet of 
{x,:i~I}andisdenotedby~{x;:i~Z}or~~~,x~. 
(vi) If < is a partial ordering of B and the join and meet of {xi : i E I } both exist 
whenever I is a two-element set, then (B, <) is called a lattice. 
(vii) A lattice is complete if the join and meet of (xi : i f I } always exist, regardless 
of the cardinality of I. 
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We frequently use the notation “ C { f (x) : cp (x) } “, where q(x) is some condition 
on x and f is some function mapping B to B. The meaning of this notation is simply 
CiG, yi, where I = { f (x) : cp (x) } and yi = f z or every i E I. A similar explanation 
applies to “ n { f (x) : cp (x) } “. 
Definition 2. A Boolean algebra is an algebraic structure of the form 23 = (B, +, -), 
where B is a nonempty set, + is a binary operation on B, and - is a unary operation 
on B, such that the following axioms are satisfied for all x, y,z E B: 
(Bar) x + y + z = x + (y + z) (+ is associative), 
(Baz) x + y = y +x (+ is commutative), 
-- 
(Bas) x=X+y+X+y. 
An additional binary operation . on B is defined by 
(BQ) x.y=xf. 
Parentheses are omitted from Boolean-algebraic terms according to the convention 
that a repeated binary operation is computed from left to right, e.g., x + y + z = 
(x $ y) + z, and . takes precedence over +. The scope of joins and meets is always 
as small as possible. 
The axiomatization (Bat HBas) is due to Huntington [21,22]. There is a fascinat- 
ing open problem connected with this axiomatization, due to Herbert Robbins (see 
Problem 1.1, p. 245, of [16]). The “dual” of (Bas) is 
-- 
(Ba:) x=x+y+x+y. 
If an algebra %3 = (B,+,-) satisfies (Bat), (Baz), and (Bai), must it be a Boolean 
algebra? Probably not. It is interesting to note if 8 is a$nite algebra satisfying (Bar), 
(Baz), and (Ba;) then 8 is, in fact, a Boolean algebra. The reason for this is that every 
finite algebra that satisfies (Ba;) must also satisfy (Ba3). To see this, suppose %3 is a 
finite algebra that satisfies (Bai). From the form of (Ba’,) it is clear that the operation - 
is onto. Since ‘$3 is finite, the operation - must also be one-to-one. Substitute X for x in 
- - 
(Bai) to getZ=X+y+E+y. Since 
-- 
- is one-to-one, this entails x = X + 7 +X + y. 
Thus, (Ba, ) holds in %. 
Theorem 3. The following 
(i) x+X= y+r. 
(ii) X= =x. 
identities are satisfied in every Boolean algebra. 
(iii) Y=x+y+x+y. 
(iv) x+(y+y)=z+Z. 
(v) x+x=x+y+y. 
(vi) x+x=x. 
(vii) x.x=x. 
(viii) x.y = y-x. 
(ix) x.y.z=x=(y.z). 
(x) (x+y).x =x. 
(xi) x=x.y+x.y. 
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(xii) x=(x+y).(x+y). 
(xiii) (x+y).X=y.X. 
(xiv) x+x.y=x. 
(xv) x.(y+z)=x.y+x.z. 
(xvi) x+y=X.y. 
(xvii) n = X + 7. 
(xviii) x+y.z=(x+y).(x+z). 
(xix) f.y+x.z=(x+y).(k+z). 
(xx) (u.w+v.x).v.y+v.z=o.w.y+u.x.t. 
(xxi) x + y = x + 2. y. 
Proof. 
=y+y 
-- 
3( ii): x’=x’+x’+$+F 
-= 
=y+;+3+F 
=x+;+x+x 
=x 
-- 
3(iii): x=x=+y+x=+y 
- - 
=x+y+x+y 
= x+y+x+y 
3(iv): x+(y+y)=x+(x+X) 
=x+x+x 
=x+x+(x+x+x+x) 
=x+x+x+x+x+l 
= x+x+x+x 
=z+z 
0% 1 
0%) 
@al 1, Pa2 1 
0% 1. 
@a3 1 
0% > 
3(i) 
@a3 1. 
0% > 
3(ii) 
(h ). 
3(i) 
(h ) 
3(iii) 
(W ) 
3(i) 
3(i). 
3(v): 
--- 
x+X=x+x+x+x+x+x+(x+k) 
_-- 
= x+x+x+x+y+y 
=x=+m 
=x+m 
(h ) 
3(iv) 
3(iii) 
3( ii). 
3(vi): x+x=x+x+x+x+x+x+x+(x+x+x) (Ba3 ) 
=x+x+x+x+~+x+x+x+x+x (Jh ) 
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3(vii): 
3(viii): 
3(ix): 
3(x): 
3(xi): 
3(xii): 
3(xiii): 
3( xiv): 
=x+x+x+x+x+i+z+x 
=~+x+x+x+x+x+x 
=x+x-+i+x 
=X 
x*x=E+x 
E 
=x 
=X 
x.y=Ky 
=y+x 
=y.x 
x. y.z=x+y+z 
=lf+y+z 
=z+(y+z) 
=x+-y+t 
=n.(y.z) 
(x+ y).x =x+y+x --- 
=x+y+(x+y+x+y) --- 
=x+y+x+y+x+y 
=x+y+?q = 
=X 
x 
x=Fq+x+y 
=x+y+x+T 
=x.y+x.y 
x=x= 
-- 
=x+y+x+y 
= (x+jq.(x+ y) 
(x+y).X=(x+y).((X+y).5) 
=(x+y).(I+y).X 
=(y+X).(y+x).Z 
=y.jj 
x+x-y=x.y+x.y+x.y 
=x.y+x.y+x.y 
=x.y+x.F 
=x 
3(v) 
(Ba2) 
(Ba3) 
(Ba3 ). 
(Bad 
3(vi). 
3(ii). 
(Ba4) 
(Ba2) 
(Ba4). 
(Ba4) 
3(ii) 
(Bal ) 
3(ii) 
(Bad ). 
(Baa) 
3(iii) 
(Bal ) 
3(vi) 
3(iii) 
3(ii). 
(Ba3) 
3(ii) 
(Ba4). 
3(ii) 
3(iii), (Ba2) 
(Ba4). 
3(x) 
3(ix) 
3(viii), (Ba2) 
3(xii). 
3(xi) 
(Balk (Baz) 
3(vi) 
3(xi). 
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3(xv): 
3(xvi): 
3(xvii): 
3(xviii): 
3(xix): 
3(xx): 
3(xxi): 
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x.(y+z)=x.(y+z).y+x.(y+z).y 
=x.((y+z).y)+x.((y+z),3) 
=x.y+x.((y+z).Y) 
=x.y+x.(z.jq 
=x.y+x.y.z+x.(z.jq 
=x.y+(x.z.y+x.z.jq 
=x-y+x.z 
y.y=g+y 
=x+y 
x.y=x+y 
=x+y 
x+y.z=x+Y+T 
=x=+y+z 
==x.(y+z) 
-- -_ 
==x.y+x.z 
__- 
=x+y+x+z 
=(x+y).(x+z) 
(x+y).(X+z) 
=(x+y).X+(x+y)-z 
=y.X+(x+y).z 
=y-x+x.z+y*z 
=y-x+x.z+y.z.x+y.z.x 
=~~y+x~y~z+(x~z+x-z~y) 
=x.y+x.z 
(o~w+ij~x)~u~y+v~z 
=(u~w+~~x)*(u+y)~(u+z) 
=(i7+w)~(u+x)~(u+y)~(u+z) 
=(5+w)~(v+y)~(u+x)~(u+z) 
=(3+w~~)~(u+x.z) 
= u.w.y+g.x.y 
x+y=x+y.x+y.x 
=x+x-y 
3(xi) 
3(ix) 
3(x) 
3(xiii) 
3( xiv) 
(Bat), 3(viii)(ix) 
3(xi). 
(Ba4) 
3(ii). 
(BQ) 
3( ii). 
(Ba4) 
3(ii) 
3(xvii) 
3(xv) 
3( xvi) 
(Ba4). 
3(xv) 
3(xiii) 
(Baz), 3(xv), (Bal ) 
3(xi), (Bat ) 
3(viii)(ix), (Bat), (Ba2) 
3( xiv). 
3(ii)(viii)(xvi)(xvii) 
3(ii)(xix) 
3(viii)(ix) 
3(xviii) 
3(ii)(ix)(xix). 
3(x0, (Bat ) 
3(viii)(xiv). 
From 3(i) it follows that, in every Boolean algebra d, each of the sets {x + X : x E B } 
and { x+f : x E B } contains exactly one element. This observation justifies the next 
definition. 
De&ition 4. For every Boolean algebra 2.3, the unique element in {x +X : x E B } is 
denoted by 1, and the unique element in { x + X : x E B } is denoted by 0. 
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Theorem 5. The following identities are satisJed in every Boolean algebra. 
(i) 1 =x+X. 
(ii) 0 = x .T. 
(iii) i = 0. 
(iv) 0 = 1. 
(v) x + 1 = 1. 
(vi) x.0=0. 
(vii) x + 0 = x. 
(viii) x . 1 = x. 
Proof. Using 4 and (BQ), we convert 5(i)-5(viii) into equivalent identities, and indi- 
cate why each of them holds. 
5(i) is equivalent to y + 7 = x +X, which holds by 3(i). 
5(ii) is equivalent to y + 7 = X + ?, which holds by 3(i). 
-- 
S(iii) is equivalent to x + x = y + 7, which holds by 3(i). 
5(iv) is equivalent to x + x = y + 7, which holds by 3(i)(ii). 
5(v) is equivalent to x + (y + 7) = z + Z, which holds by 3(iv). 
- - 
5(vi) is equivalent to X + y + 7 = z + 2, which holds by 3(ii)(iv). 
S(vii) is equivalent to x + m = x, which holds by 3(v)(vi). 
S(viii) is equivalent to X + y + 7 = x, which holds by 3(ii)(v)(vi). •! 
Definition 6. For every Boolean algebra 23, define binary relations < and > on B as 
follows: xby iff x+ y = y, and x>y iff y<x. 
Theorem 7. Let ‘$3 be a Boolean algebra. 
(i) The relation < is a partial ordering of B. 
(ii) For every x E B, O<x and xd 1. 
(iii) Forallx,y,zEB, ifx<y thenx+z<y+zandx.z<y.z. 
(iv) (B, <) is a lattice in which the join of {x, y } C_ B is x + y and the meet of 
{x,y) is x. y. 
(v) The following statements are equivalent for all x, y E B: 
(a) xby, 
(b) y<x, 
(c) x+y=y, 
(d) x.y=x, 
(e) X -lJ y = 1, 
(f) x.3=0. 
(vi) Forallx,y,zEB, x.y6z iflyGX+z. 
Proof. 7(i): Let x, y,z E B. Then x<x since x +x = x by 3(vi), so < is reflexive 
over B. If x< y and y <z, then x + y = y and y + z = z, so, using these equations 
and(Ba,),wehavex+z=x+(y+z)=x+y+z=y+z=z,i.e.,x~z.Thus < 
is transitive. Finally, < is antisymmetric, for if x < y and y<x, then x + y = y and 
y +x = x, so x = y by (Baz). Thus < is a partial ordering of B by l(i). 
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7(ii): We obtain Odx from S(vii), (Baz), and 6, while x< 1 follows from 5(v) and 
6. 
7(iii): Suppose x d y, i.e., x + y = y. Then 
x+z+(y+z) =x+y+(z+z) (Bar), (Baz) 
=x+y+z 3(vi) 
=y+z x+Y=Y, 
so x +z<y fz. Also, 
x.z+ y.z = (x+y)-z 3(viii)(xv) 
=y.z x+y=y, 
so x.z<y.z. 
7(iv): We have 
x+(x+ y) =x+x+ y (Bar) 
=x+y 3(vi ), 
soxdx+y, and 
y+(x+y) =x+y+y (Bad 
=x+(Y+Y) 0%) 
=x+y 3(vi 1, 
so y <x + y. Thus x + y is an upper bound of {x, y}. Suppose z is an upper bound of 
{x,y}.Thenx~zandy~z,i.e.,x+z=zandy+z=z,sox+y+z=x+(y+z)= 
x + z = z by (Bar). Thus x + y dz. This shows x + y is the least upper bound of 
{x, Y1. 
We have x. y +x = x and x. y + y = y by 3(viii)(xiv) and (Bap), so x. ybx and 
x.y<y. Thusx.yisalowerboundof{x,y}. Ifz<xandz<y, thenz+x=xand 
z+y=y,so,by3(xviii),z+x.y=(z+x).(z+y)=x.y,andthereforezdx.y. 
Thus x . y is the greatest lower bound of {x, y}. 
7(v): 7(v)(a) and 7(v)(c) are equivalent by 6. Assume 7(v)(c) holds. Then 
1 =y+l 5(v) 
= y+(x+X) 5(i) 
=x + (x + y) (Bar ), (Ba2) 
=x+y 7(v)(c), 
so 7(v)(b) holds. Using (Ba) and S(iii), we see that 7(v)(f) is equivalent to X + 7 = i, 
but the latter statement is equivalent to 7(v)(e) by 3(ii). Assume 7(v)(e) holds. Then 
X = (X + 7) . (2 + y) 3(xii) 
=(XfY)*l 7(v)(e) 
=x+y S(viii), 
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so 7(v)(b) holds by 6. Assume 7(v)(b) holds, i.e., 7 +X = 9 by 6. Then 
x.y =X+7 (Bad) 
== (Baz) 
= 
X 7(v)(b) 
X 3(ii), 
so 7(v)(d) holds. Assume 7(v)(d) holds. Then 
y = y+ y .x 3(xiv) 
= x . y + x (Baz), 3(viii) 
=x+y W)(d), 
so xby, and 
X + y = X + x . y 3(ii)(xxi) 
=x+x 7(v)(d) 
= 1 (Baz), S(i). 
Thus, 7(v)(d) implies 7(v)(c) and 7(v)(e). 
7(vi): x.y<z 
iff x.y.Z=O by 7(v) 
iff y.(x-Z)=O by 3(viii)(ix) 
iff y.X+z=O by 3(ii)(xvi) 
iff y<X+z by 7(v). 0 
Theorem 8. Let !X3 be a Boolean algebra. Let I be an arbitrary set. Suppose x, E B 
for every i E I, and y E B. 
(i) If I = 8 then CiEIxi = 0 and niEIxi = 1. 
(ii) If CiE,xi exists then &,x7 also exists and CiElx, = ni,, X,. 
(iii) Zf niEIxi exists then xi,, xi also exists and Hi,, xi = CjE, xi. 
(iv) For every y, both n { x : x>y} and C {x : x6y) exist, and 
y=~{x:x~Y}=c(x:xby). 
Proof. 8(i): Assume I = 0. Then {xi : i E Z} = 8. Every element of 23 is an upper 
bound of 0, so the least upper bound of 0 is the least element of 23, namely, by 7(ii), 
0. Similarly, every element of 23 is a lower bound of 0, so the greatest lower bound 
of 0 is the greatest element of 8, namely 1. 
8(ii): Assume CiE,xi exists. We need to show that ‘&xi is the greatest lower 
bound of (x7 : i E I}. For every i E I, xi d C,,, xi, hence ‘&Xi <xi by 7(v). Thus 
C,,, Xi is a lower bound of (x7 : i E I}. Let z be a lower bound of {x : i E I}. Then 
for every i E I, we have z<x7_, hence xi dZ by 7(v) and 3(ii). Thus f is an upper 
bound of {xi : i E I}. It follows that c,,[ xi <Z, SO z d xi,, xi by 7(v). 
8(iii): Similar to 8(ii). 
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8(iv): If z E {x :~>y}, then zay. Therefore y is a lower bound of {x :x>y}. 
Suppose y’ is also a lower bound of {x :x2y}. Then y’<y since y E {X :x>Y}. 
Thus y contains every lower bound, so it is the greatest lower bound of {x : x2y }, 
i.e., y = n {x : x 2 y }. The other equation is proved similarly. 
Theorem 9. Let 23 be a Boolean algebra. Let I be an arbitrary set and suppose 
xi, yi E B for every i E I. 
(i) Zf C,,, xi and ,‘&, yi exist, then c,,, (x; + y;) also exists and ciEI (xi + y,) = 
Ci,[ xi + CjfzI Yi’ 
(ii) Zf &_, xi and ni,, y, exist, then &, (x; . yi) also exists and nj,, (xi . yi) = 
nj,, xi ’ ni,, Yi. 
(iii> Suppose xi < y; for every i E I. Zf &, X; and Ci,I Y; exist. then CiElxi f 
xi,, yi. Zf &, xi and ni,, yi exist, then niE,x; d flie, Yi. 
Proof. 9(i): Suppose C,,, x; and C;,, y; exist. For every i E I, we have xi < ‘&Ix; 
and yi < xi,, y,, hence also xi + yi < C,,, xi + CiC, yi by 7(iii)(iv). Thus, ‘&, xi + 
JJE, yi is an upper bound of {xi + yi : i E I}. If z is an upper bound of {xi + yi : 
i E I}, then z is an upper bound of {xi : i E I}, since x; <xi + yi <z for every i E I, so 
C,,-, xi dz, and, similarly, c,,, yi QZ. It follows that xi,, xi + C,,[ yi <z by 7(iii). 
This shows that &xi + c,,[ yi is the least upper bound of {xi + yi : i E I}, so the 
desired equation holds. 
9(ii): Similar to 9(i). 
9(iii): Suppose c,,, xi and C,,, yi exist, and xi < yi for every i E I. Then xi + 
yi = yi and xi y; = xi for every i E I by 7(v), SO, by 9(i), CiEI X; + CiE, y; = 
C;,, (Xi f Yi) = Ci,, yi, and, by %ii), nig=Xi ’ l-Ii,, y; = l-Ii,, (Xi ’ Yi) = flie,xi. 
Thus, by 7(v), xi,, xi G Cie, y; and nig, X; d ni,, Y;. 0 
Theorem 10. Let 23 be a Boolean algebra. 
xiEBforeveryiEIUJ. 
(i) Zf CiE,xi and CiEJx, exist, then 
CieI xi + CiEJ xl. 
(ii) Zf &_, xi and nicJxi exist, then 
Hi,, xi ’ ni,J xi. 
Let I and J be arbitrary sets. Suppose 
Ci ElUJ xi also exists, and ‘&EIUJxi = 
ILEIUJ x; also exists, and fliEIUJxi = 
(iii) Zf CiEI xi and CiEJ xi exist and I C J, then xi,, xi G CiEJxi- 
(iv) Zf fliE,xi and ni,, xi exist and Z C J, then nicJxi G ni,, xi. 
Proof. 10(i): Suppose ‘&xi and CiEJxi exist. Then &xi + Ci~JXi is an upper 
boundof{xi:iEZUJ},forifiEZUJ,theneitheriEZoriEJ.IncaseiEZ,we 
have xi < c,,-, xi d ‘j’& xi + &Xi by 7(b), ad similarly, xi G Ci,I xi + Ci,J x; 
in case i E J. If z is an upper bound of {xi : i E I U J}, then z is both an upper bound 
of {xi : i E I} and an upper bound of {xi : i E J}. Hence &xi GZ and ‘&xi <z, 
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So Ci,I xi + CiEJ xi <.z by (Bai ) and 6. We have shown that ciGI xi + ciGJ xi is the 
least upper bound of {xi : i E Z U J}, so the desired equation holds. 
lO(ii): Similar to 10(i). 
lO(iii): Assume &xi and ciw xi exist and I C J. If i E I, then i E J since I c J, 
SO xi < CiEJ xi. Thus CiEJxi is an upper bound of {xi : i E I}. But CiEIxi is the 
least upper bound of {xi : i E I}, SO xi,, Xi < CiEJ Xi. 
lO(iv): Similar to lO(iii). •i 
3. Operators on Boolean algebras 
This is a brief exposition of part of the theory of operators on Boolean algebras. It is 
based on [26], and contains only material needed for later applications. The treatment 
is restricted to unary operators, i.e., functions mapping a Boolean algebra to itself. 
Definition 11. For every Boolean algebra 23 and every function f mapping B to B, 
f a is the dual of f, defined for every x E B by f d (x) = f(Z). 
Theorem 12. Every function f on a Boolean algebra 23 is the dual of its dual, i.e., 
f*6 = f. 
Proof. By 3(ii) and 11, fss (x) = f 6 (T) = m = f(x) for every x E B, so 
f=f? 0 
Definition 13. Let f and g be functions on a Boolean algebra 23. g is a conjugate of 
f justincaseforallx,yEB, f(x).y=Oiffx-g(y)=O. 
Theorem 14. Let f, g. and h be functions on a Boolean algebra 23. 
(i) rf g and h are conjugates of f, then g = h. 
(ii) The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) g is a conjugate of f, 
(b) f is a conjugate of g. 
Proof. 14(i): Assume g and h are conjugates of f. Then, for all x, y E B, we have 
f(x).y=Oiffx.g(y)=O,and f(x).y=Oiffx*h(y)=O.Therefore, 
x.g(y)=O iffx-h(y)=O. (5) 
Consider a fixed y. Set x = g (y). Then x .g (y) = g (y). g (y) = 0 by S(ii) and 3(viii). 
By (5), g(y) . h (y) = 0, so h(y) G g (y) by 3(viii) and 7(v). Similarly, set x = h (y) 
and get g(y) <h(y) from (5). BY 7(i), g(y) = h(y). 
14(ii): This part follows immediately from 13 and 3(viii). q 
In view of the symmetry expressed by 14(ii), we shall say “f and g are conjugate” 
instead of “f is a conjugate of g”. 
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Definition 15. A function f on a Boolean algebra 8 is 
(i) normal if f(0) = 0, 
(ii) monotonic (or increasing) if x<y implies f(x) <f(y) for all x, y E B, 
(iii) additive (or finitely additive) if f (x + y) = f(x) + f(y) for all x, y E B, 
(iv) multiplicative (or finitely multiplicative) if f (x . y) = f(x) f(y) for all 
X,Y E B, 
(v) completely additive (or positively additive) if, for every indexed set {xi : i E I } 
C B, if CiEI xi exists and I is not empty then ciEI f (xi) also exists and f ( C,,, xi) = 
CIE, f (xi), 
(vi) universally additive if it is both normal and completely additive, 
(vii) completely multiplicative (or positively multiplicative) if, for every indexed 
set {xi:iEZ}CB, if &, xi exists and I is not empty then fli,, f(xi) also exists 
and f ( l&E, xi) = Iii,, f (xi), 
(viii) universally mul?iplicative if f is completely multiplicative and f (1) = 1. 
Theorem 16 (Jo&son and Tarski [26, Theorem 1.21). For every Boolean algebra !I3 
and every x E B, the functions x. (-) and (-) .x are universally additive and completely 
multiplicative, and the functions x + (-) and (-) +x are universally multiplicative and 
completely additive. 
Proof. We only show that x. (-) is universally additive. First note that x . (-) is normal 
by S(vi). To show that x . (-) completely additive, assume C,,[ y, exists and I is 
not empty. We wish to show x . cjcI yi is the least upper bound of {x . yi : i E I}. 
For every j E I we have yj < & yi, so x . yi <x . CjEl yi by 7(iii) and 3(viii). 
Therefore, x . cieI yi is an upper bound of {x . yi : i E I}. Suppose z is an upper 
bound of {x.yi : i E Z}, i.e., , X.J+<Z for every i E I. By 7(vi), this implies yi<X+z 
for every i E Z, hence xi,, yi <Z + z, and fmally, x . & yi <z by 7(vi). 0 
If 8 has more than one element then the function x . (-) is not universally multi- 
plicative and x + (-) is not universally additive since, for example, 0 . 
(ILEO ‘) = 
O.I=O#l=~i~e(O~l) and1+(~,,0)=1+0=1#0=~~,~(~+0). 
Theorem 17. (i) [26, p, 8981 Every completely additive function on a Boolean 
algebra is additive and every additive function is monotonic. 
(ii) Every completely multiplicative function on a Boolean algebra is multiplicative 
and every multiplicative faction is monotonic. 
(iii) A function on a Boolean algebra is universally, completely, or finitely additive 
18 its dual is universally, completely, or finitely multiplicative, respectively. 
Theorem 18 (Jonsson and Tarski [26, Theorems 1.13 and 1.141). (i) The conjugate g 
of a function f on a Boolean algebra 23, if it exists, is given by g(y) = fl{x : y 
<f’(x)} for every y E B. 
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(ii) The function f has a conjugate lJ?- the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) f is universally additive, 
(b) n { x : y < fs(x) } exists for every y E B. 
Proof. 18(i): Assume g is a conjugate of f. Then 
g(y) = ncx : X>dY)) 8(iv) 
= n<x : g(y) . x = 0) 7(v) 
= n{x : y. f(X) = 0) f and g are conjugate 
= n{x : yd f&(x)} 3(ii), 7(v), 11. 
18(ii): First assume f has a conjugate function, say g. Since 0 = 0. g( 1 ), it follows 
that 0 = f (0) . 1 = f (0), so f is normal. Assume {xi : i E I} C B, I # 8, and ci,, Xi 
exists. Then 
f (zxi) GY 
iff f(Cxi).y=O 
iEI 
iff Cxi . g(y) = 0 
iEI 
iff CXi<g(y) 
iEI 
by 7(v) 
since f and g are conjugate 
by 7(v) 
iff Xi <g(y) for every i E I by l(iii),7(i) 
iff Xi g(y) = 0 for every i E I by 7(v) 
iff f(xi).y=OfOreveryiEZ since f and g are conjugate 
iff f(xi)<y for eVeIJJ iEZ by 7(v) 
iff y is an upper bound of {f (xi) : i E I}. 
The first statement is true when y = f ( CiClxi), so f ( ‘&Ixi) is an upper bound 
of {f (xi) : i E I}. Reading in the other direction, we see that f ( ‘&xi) is included 
in all the upper bounds of {f (xi) : i E I}. Thus f ( CiEI xi) is the least upper bound 
of {f (xi) : i E I}, i.e., f ( CiElxi) = ciEI f (xi). This shows that f is completely 
additive. Since f is also normal, f is universally additive. Finally, n{x : y < f “(x)} 
exists for every y E B by 18(i). 
For the converse, assume that f is universally additive (hence also montonic) and 
that n{x : y<f’(x)} exists for every y E B. We will prove that f has a conjugate. 
We may define a function g by setting g(y) = n{x : y< f ‘(x)} for every y E B. 
From this it follows, by 11, 8(iii), and 3(ii), that 
g(y) = n{x :Y<fG)} = X(2: y<f@)} = C{x : y<f(x)} (6) 
According to (6), g(y) contains every x such that y< f (x). Consequently, if 
f(x) . y = 0, then y d f (x), hence x <g(y) by (6), which implies x . g(y) = 0. 
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Conversely, if x . g(y) = 0, then x <g(y), hence 
f‘(x) Gf(sb9) f is monotonic 
=f (c1 x: YGf (x)} 
3 
(6) 
=C{f(x):yGf(x)} f is universally additive 
=C{f(x):f(x)G7} 7(v), 3(ii) 
<y l(iii), 
so f(x) . y = 0. This completes the proof that f(z) . y = 0 iff z . g(y) = 0, so g is a 
conjugate of f. q 
Theorem 19 (Jonsson and Tarski [26, Theorem 1.151). Let f and g be functions on 
a Boolean algebra 23. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) f and g are conjugate. 
(ii) For all x, y E B, 
(a) f (x . g(y)) Gf (x) .R 
(b) g(y.f(x))sg(yN. 
(iii) f(0) = 0, g(0) = 0, and, for all y,z E B, 
(a) f(r).zQf(y.gtz)), 
(b) g(z).yGg(z.f(y)). 
Proof. 19(i) iff 19(ii): Suppose f and g are conjugate. Then f is monotonic by 17(i) 
and 18(ii), so f (x . g(y))< f(x). Furthermore, from x. g(y) . g(y) = 0 we get f(x . 
g(y))-y = 0 since f and g are conjugate, so f (x-g(y)) ~7. Thus f (x.g(y))< f (x).7. 
By symmetry, we also have g(x . f(y)) < g(x) . p. Thus 19(i) implies 19(ii). For the 
converse, assume 19(ii). If x . g(y) = 0, then x . g(y) = x, hence f(x) = f(x . 
g(yJ)< f (x) . y<y by 19(ii)(a), so f(x) . y = 0. Conversely, if f(x) . y = 0; then 
y = y. f(x), so g(y) = g(y . f (x))Ci by 19(ii)(b), hence x . g(y) = 0. Thus f and 
g are conjugate. 0 
19(i) iff 19(iii): Suppose f and g are conjugate. Then f and g are normal by 18(ii), 
i.e., f(0) = 0 = g(0). To show that 19(iii)(a) holds we fhst observe that f is additive 
by 18(ii) and that 19(ii)(a) holds by the frrst part of the proof. Then 
f(Y)*2 =f(y.g(z)+y*g(z)).z 3(xi) 
= (f (y . g(z)) + f (y . g(z))) . z f is additive 
G(f(y.g(z))+f(y).Z) *= 19(ii)(a), 7(iii) 
Gf (Y . g(z)) 3(viii)(ix)(xv), S(ii)(vi)(vii), 7(iv) 
The proof of 19(iii)(b) is similar. Thus 19(i) implies 19(iii). For the converse, assume 
19(iii). If f(y) . z = 0, then, since g is normal and 19(iii)(b) holds, g(z) . y<g(z . 
f(y)) = g(0) = 0. Conversely, if g(z) ’ y = 0 then S(y) -z = 0 by the normality of g 
and 19(iii)(a). Thus f and g are conjugate. 0 
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Definition 20. For any function f and any i E o, fi is the result of composing f 
with itself i times. More precisely, f O(x) = x and fi” = f (f’(x)) for every x in the 
domain of f and every i E o. 
Theorem 21. Let 23 be Boolean algebra. 
(i) Every constant function on ‘23 is monotonic. The identity function on 23 is 
monotonic. Zf f and g are monotonic functions on ‘$3, then the functions f (-) ’ g(-) 
and f(-) + g(-) are also monotonic. 
(ii) If 23 is complete and fi is a monotonic function on ‘13 for every i E I, then 
Cict fi(-) and ni,, fi(-) are also monotonic. 
(iii) [lo, Lemma 1.4.11 If f is a binary operation on a complete Boolean algebra 
8 such that f(-,z) is monotonic for every z E B, then n{z : z> f(-,z)} and C{z : 
z d f (-,z)} are monotonic unary functions on 23. 
Proof. 2l(iii): Assume xdy. Then f(x,z)<f(y,z) for every z E B by assump- 
tion. It follows that {z : zaf(y,z)}CT{z : z>/f(x,z)} and {z : z<f(x,z)}c{z : 
z< f(y,z)}. These inclusions imply that n{z : zB f(x,z)}< n{z : z>f(y,z)} and 
C{z : z<f(x,z)}G C{z : z<f(y,z)} by lO(iii)(iv). Thus n{z : z>f(-J)} and 
C {z : z d f (-,z)} are monotonic. 0 
4. Tarski’s Fixed Point Theorem 
In 1927 Knaster and Tarski [28] proved that if a function maps subsets of a set 
U to subsets of U and is increasing (with respect to set-theoretical inclusion), then it 
has at least one fixed point. In 1939 Tarski proved a lattice-theoretical generalization 
of this theorem. The generalization was published (along with many applications) in 
1955 [53]. 
Theorem 22 ([53, Theorem 11). Assume that (A, <) is a complete lattice and that f 
is a monotonic function from A to A, that is, ifx, y E A and x 6 y then f(x) < f (y). 
Then 
(i) ({x : x = f(x)}, < ) is a nonempty complete lattice. 
(ii) C{x:x<f(x)}=C{x:x= f(x)}E{x:x= f(x)}. 
(iii) fl{x:xsf(x)}=n{ x:x= f(x)}E{x:x= f(x)}. 
Proof. 22(ii): This proof follows Tarski’s proof [53]. Let E, C, and F be the subsets 
of A that are expanded, contracted, and fixed by f, respectively, i.e., 
E={x:x<f(x)}, C={x:x2ff(x)}, F={x:x=f(x)}. 
First we prove 
(7) 
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Assume X 2 E. Then C X exists since (A, <) is complete. We prove the conclusion 
of (7) as follows. 
(a) XEX hypothesis 
(b) xGf(x) (a), X C E, definition of E 
(c) x6 xx (a), definition of C 
(d) f(x)<f(CX) (c), f is monotonic 
(e) xGf(CX) (b), (d), < is transitive. 
According to (7), f(CX) is a upper bound of X whenever X GE, so 
cX<f(cX) for every Xc E. (8) 
From (8) and the definition of E we have 
CX E E for every XLE. (9) 
Next we prove that 
E is closed under f 
as follows. 
(a) xc?E hypothesis 
(b) xGf(x) (a), definition of E 
(c) f(x) <f( f (x)) (b), f is monotonic 
(d) f(x) EE (c), definition of E. 
From (9) and ( 10) we see that 
f(CE) E E. 
It follows from (11) that 
f(CE)6 CE. 
From (8) and (12) we get 
f(CE) = CE. 
By (13) and the definition of F, 
CEEF, 
so F is not empty. From (14) we have 
CE< CF. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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Note that F = E TI C C E, hence C F < C E. Together with (15), this gives us 
CE=~F. (16) 
In view of (14) and (16), we have completed the proof of 22(ii). The proof of 22(iii) 
is similar. 
22(i): We have seen that F is nonempty, so what remains is to show that (F, <) is 
a complete lattice. For this it suffices to show that every X G F has a join and meet 
in (F, <). Let XC F. Consider the complete sublattice ({x : CX<x}, <) of (A, <). 
We prove that 
{x : XX Gx} is closed under f (17) 
as follows. 
(a) CXbx hypothesis 
(b) f(CX)<f(x) (a), f is monotonic 
(c) C%f(CX) (0 XGFGE 
(d) CXGf(x) (b), (c), < is transitive. 
Let f’ be the restriction of f to {x : CX<x}. Let F’ = {x : XX <x = f(x)}. 
Thus, F’ is the set of fixed points of f that are upper bounds of X. When 22(ii) 
is applied to ({x : CX<x}, <) and f’, the conclusion is that C F’ E F’. Hence, 
C F’ E F since F’ C F, and C F’ is an upper bound of X since C X < C F’. C F’ 
is the least upper bound of the set of fixed points of f that are upper bounds of X, 
so C F’ is the least upper bound of X in (F, < ). Similarly, the greatest lower bound 
of X in (F, <) exists, so (F, <) is a complete lattice. q 
It may happen that the least upper bound of XC F in the lattice (F, <) of fixed 
points may differ from the least upper bound of X in the original lattice (A, <). For 
an example, let A be the set of all subsets of { a, b, c }, ordered by inclusion. For each 
S 2 {a, b,c }, let f(s) = {a, b,c } if S has two or more elements and let f(s) = S 
if S has fewer than two elements. Let F be the set of fixed points of f, and let 
X={{a},{b}}.NotethatX~F.TheleastupperboundofXin(A,~)is{a,b}, 
but the least upper bound of X in (F, < ) is { a, b, c }. 
5. Relation algebras 
Peirce [42,43], and especially [44], combined the work of Boole [4] and De Mor- 
gan [35,36] to create a calculus of relations that was extensively developed by Schroder 
[50]. A fragment of this calculus was axiomatized by Tarski [52]. Tarski’s axiomatiza- 
tion, in a slightly altered form, became the definition of relation algebras [6,25,27]. For 
further introductory and historical material on relation algebras, see [6,23,24,27,32,33], 
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and [54]. This section contains just enough basic definitions and results for the appli- 
cations given later. Most of the material in this section can be found in [6] or [27]. 
Definition 23. A relation algebra is an algebraic structure of the form 
2I = (A, +, -9 ;,-‘, 1’)) 
where (A, +, -) is a Boolean algebra, ; is a binary operation on A, ” is a unary operation 
on A, and 1’ is an element of A, such that the following axioms are satisfied for all 
x, y,z E A: 
@al ) x; .Y;Z = x;(y;z), 
(Ra2) (x + y);z = x;z + y;z, 
(Ra3) x;l’ = x, 
(RQ) 3 =x, 
(Ras) (x+yT =i++, 
(Ras) (x;yY = P;k 
(Ra,) Z;x;Y + 7 = 7. 
An additional binary operation t on A is defined by 
- 
(Ras) xty = T;v. 
-- 
Note that (Ra7) is equivalent to f;x;y<y and to x;x;y . y = 0, by 7(v). 
Let U be an arbitrary set, called “the universe”. Let Re(U) be the set of all binary 
relations on the universe U, i.e., Re(U) = {x :x 5 U x U }. We obtain a relation 
algebra 
‘Se (U) = (Re(U),+,-,;,-,l’) 
by defining 1’ and the operations +, -, ;, and _ as follows. Let 1’ be the identity 
relation on U, that is, 
For any binary relations x,y E Re(U), let 
l x+y={(u,u):(~,~)Exor(u,z~)fy}, 
. x = { (u,u) : (u,D) E U and (u,u) @ x}, 
l x;y = { (u,w) : there is some v E U such that (u,u) E x and (0,~) E y}, 
0 i = { (v,u) : (#,U) E U}. 
Thus, x + y is the union of x and y, X is the complement of x with respect to U x U, 
x; y is the relative product of x and y, and f is the converse of x. It is a straight- 
forward exercise to verify that ‘Se (U) satisfies axioms (Bai )-(Bas) and (Rat )-(Ra,). 
Therefore, ‘Se (U) is a relation algebra. By definition (BQ), x . y is the intersection 
of x and y. The relation xt y, defined by @as), is called the relative sum of x and y. 
If U is empty, then Se (U) is an algebra with just one element in it. If U contains 
exactly one element, then ‘Se (U) is BooZean, that is, it satisfies the identity 1’ = 1. 
On the other hand, if ‘Se (U) satisfies 1’ = 1, then U is either empty or has exactly 
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one element. If U is finite, so is %e (U). If U is a countable infinite set, then %e (U) 
is an uncountable algebra. 
Axioms (Rat )--(Ra,) are equations, so relation algebras form a variety, that is, the 
class of relation algebras is closed under the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic 
images, and direct products. We can therefore construct other examples of relation 
algebras by applying these operations to algebras of the form %e (U). For example, 
%e (Ua) x ‘%e (Ut ) is a relation algebra whose elements are pairs of relations on 
Ua and Ut, respectively. If UO and Ur are disjoint, then the maximum element 1 of 
%e (UO) x ‘Se (U,) is an equivalence relation with exactly two equivalence classes, 
namely Uc and U1. 
Relation algebras whose elements are actually binary relations and whose opera- 
tions are the set-theoretic ones defined above are called proper. A relation algebra is 
representable if it is isomorphic to a proper relation algebra. There are many rela- 
tion algebras that are not representable. For an example, take a finite Boolean alge- 
bra 23 with four atoms (16 elements altogether), define 1’ to be one of the atoms, 
and let a, 6, and c be the other three atoms. Define ” of %3 by i = x for every 
x E B. Define ; on the atoms of b as follows. Let y and z be distinct atoms in 
{a, b,c}. Set 1’;~ = y = y; l’, y;y = j3, and y;z = y + z. There is exactly one 
way to extend ; to a binary operation on all of 23 that satisfies the distributivity 
conditions (Raz) and 24(ix). This produces a finite nonrepresentable relation alge- 
bra ?f [30]. One way to show that ‘9I is not representable is to note first that the 
equation 
t . (u;u. w);(x . y;z))<u;[(G;t . u;x);i . u;y . ii;(t;i . w;y)];z. (18) 
holds in every representable relation algebra. (It suffices to check that (18) is true in 
every ‘%e (U).) Then check that (18) fails in (II when t = a, u = c, v = c, w = a, 
x = b, y = b, and x = c. Finite nonrepresentable relation algebras are quite numer- 
ous. The number of such algebras with n atoms is roughly 2”’ when n is large [31]. 
See [32, p. 3841; [33, p. 4481 for historical remarks concerning nonrepresentable relation 
algebras. 
Theorem 24. The following statements hold in every relation algebra. 
(i) x<y ifli<j. 
(ii) b I 0. 
_ 
(iii) 1 = 1. 
(iv) f = f. 
(v) (x.yF =z?.j. 
(vi) O=i.y zrO=x.J~. 
(vii) The function - is universally additive and universally multiplicative. 
(viii) i’ = 1’. 
(ix) x;(y + z) = x;y +x;z. 
(x) If x,<y then z;xdz;y and x;z<y;z. 
(xi) The functions x;(-) and Z;(-) are conjugate. 
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(xii) y;X;i <L. 
(xiii) The functions (-);x and (-);_? are conjugate. 
(xiv) x;y.z=O ifs~-;z~y=O z#-z;j,ax=O. 
(xv) The functions x;(-) and (-);x are universally additive. 
(xvi) x;y ozdx; (y .i;z). 
(xvii) y;x .z < (y . z;.?) ;x. 
(xviii) x;O = 0 = 0;~. 
(xix) x; 1’ = x = 1’ ;x. 
(xx) X dx; 1. 
(xxi) xd 1;~. 
(xxii) I;1 = 1. 
(xxiii) x;y.x;Z =x; (y.Z) .x;z. 
(xxiv) x;Y+x;z =x;(y.Z)+x;z. 
(xxv) Zfx; 1 = x then X; 1 = X. 
(xxvi) Ifx; 1 = x then (x . y) ;z = x . y;z. 
(xxvii) Zfx;l =x and y;l =y then (x.y);l =x.y. 
(xxviii) Zfx; 1 = x then (x . 1’) ;y =x . y. 
(xxix) Ifx;l =x then (y.k);z=y;(x.z)=(y.I);(x-z). 
(xxx) Zf XG 1’ then f = x. 
(xxxi) ZfxGl’ thenx;l .y=x;y. 
(xxxii) Zfx<l’ then x;l I 1’ =X. 1’. 
(xxxiii) Zfx< 1’ and y< 1’ then x;y = x. y. 
(xxxiv) Zfx< 1’ and y< 1’ then x;z .x;y = (x s y);z. 
(xxxv) Zfxdl’ then x;y.Z =x;y.x;z. 
Proof. U(i): Suppose x<y, i.e., x + y = y. Then j = (X + yJ = i + j, by (Ras), so 
f~~.Conversely,ifidil,then~++==,so,by(Ra4)and(RaS),x+y=E+F= 
(i + jr = (jr = y, hence i<j. 
24(ii): 0 = 0 + b S(vii), (Baz) 
=6+6 (Ra4) 
= (6 + O)- (Ras) 
= (6) S(vii) 
=o (Ra4)- 
24( iii): i = (I + i)” 5(v), (Ba2) 
=i+f (Ras) 
=i+i OhI 
= 1 5(v). 
24(iv): For every y, p + $ = (y + v)- = i = 1 by (Ras), 5(i), and 24(iii), so 
(19) 
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by 3(ii) and 7(v). Then 
f =;+g (19) 
4 f 
=ir+k (Ra4) 
= (?+z,’ (Ras) 
= ($) (Baz), (19) 
= 
=.X (Ra4 ). 
-_ 
24(v): (x . y)- = (X + 7) (Ba4) 
=(x 24(iv) 
=G 
(Ras) 
=jz+i, 24(iv) 
z2.p (Ba4). 
24(vi): Assume 0 = k. y. Then 
o=ii 24( ii) 
=(i.y)- o=i.y 
=;.j 24(v) 
=x.j, (Ra4). 
The proof of the converse is similar. 
24(vii): By 24(vi), _ is a conjugate of “. It follows that ” is universally additive by 
18(ii). By 24(iv) and 3(ii), 1 is the dual of -, so - is also universally multiplicative 
by 17(iii). 
24(viii): it = iy ; 1’ (Ras) 
= iy;i; (Ra4) 
1 [ill!‘)- (Ras) 
(Ra3) 
= 1’ (Ra4). 
24(ix): x;(y+z) =i; (F+i) (Ra4) 
=i;(j,+i)- (Ras) 
= ((j, + 5) ;i)” (Ras) 
= (jJ;Z + i;f)- (Ra2) 
= (p;Zr + (,Z;iT (Ras) 
= ;;; +;;; (Ras) 
=x;y+x;z (Ra4). 
24(x): Suppose XG y, i.e., x + y = y. Then, by 24(k), 2;~ + z;y = z; (x + Y> = 
z;y, SO Z;XGZ;Y, and X;Z + Y;Z = (x+y);z = y;z by (I%), so X;Z<Y;Z as 
well. 
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24(xi): Let n be fixed. Define functions f and g by f(y) = x;y and g(y) = jE;y 
for every Y. By 24(x), f and g are monotonic. Then 
g (y . f(z)) dg (y) ’ g (f(z)) g is monotonic, 7(iv) 
= g(y) *f;x;z 
<S(Y) .z (Ra7), 3(viii), 7(iii), 
so 19ii(b) holds, and 
f (z m(y)) <f (2). f (m(y)) f is monotonic, 7(iv) 
= f (z).x;i;y 
= f (z).i;j;;y Uh) 
Gf (z1.Y (Ra,), 3(viii), 7(iii), 
so 19(ii)(a) holds as well. It follows by 19 that f and g are conjugate, as desired. 
- _ U_ 
24(xii): y;X;i = (y;x;x) .(Ra4) 
= (i; (y;xy)- (R%) 
=u (Ra4). 
24(xiii): Let x be fixed. Define functions f and g by f(y) = y;x and g(y) = Y;i 
for every y. By 24(x), f and g are monotonic. Then 
g(y . f (z)) <g(y). g(f (z)) g is monotonic, 7(iv) 
<g(y) -2 24(xii), 3(viii), 7(iii), 
so 19(ii)(b) holds, and 
f (z . s(y)) G f (z) . f (m(y)) f is monotonic, 7(iv) 
G(z).? (Ra.+), 24(xii), 3(viii), 7(iii), 
so 19(ii)(a) holds as well. Therefore, f and g are conjugate by 19. 
24(xiv): This part follows immediately from 24(xi) and 24(xiii). In fact, 24(xiv) is 
equivalent to the conjunction of 24(xi) and 24(xiii). 
24(xv): This part follows immediately from 24(xi) and 24(xiii) by l&ii). 
24(xvi): The desired equation is identical to equation 19(iii)(a) with f = x; (-) and 
g = f; (-), and it therefore holds by 24(xi) and 19. 
24(xvii): The desired equation is identical to equation 19(iii)(a) with f = (-) ;x and 
g = (-) ;f, and it therefore holds by 24(xiii) and 19. 
24(xviii): By 24(xv) and 15(vi), x; (-) and (-) ;x are normal, i.e., x;O = 0 = 0;~. 
24(xix): 
24( xx): 
24( xxi): 
24(xxii): 
so 1 = 1;l. 
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x;l’ =x (Ra3 )
: =x (Ra4) 
= (ji; 1’)” (Ra3) 
= iy ;f (Ras) 
= iyix (Ra4) 
= 1’;x 24(viii). 
x =x;l’ (Ra3) 
<x; 1 24(x). 
x = 1’ ;x 24(xix) 
< 1 ;x M(x)- 
1 61;l 24(xX) 
<l 7( ii), 
24(xxiii): We have 
x;y .x;Z <x; (y .i;x;Z) 24(xvi) 
dx; (y .q 24(x)(xii). 
Sox;y.x;z=x;(y-z).x;zby7. 
24(xxiv): This follows from 24(xxiii) by 3(ii)(xvi)(xvii). 
24(xxv): Assume x; 1 = x. Then 
F;l =x;l;l x;l =x 
=x;l;i 24(iii) 
<x 24(xii) 
$X; 1 U(xx), 
so x =X;l. 
24(xxvi): Assume x; 1 = x. Then 
(x . y) ;z <x:1 . y;z a(x), 7(iv) 
=x.y;z x;l =x 
< (y .x;i) ;z 24(xvii) 
6 (y*x;l);z 24(x) 
= (x . y) ;z x; 1 = x, 3(viii), 
so (x . y) ;z = (y . x;Z) ;z. 
24(xxvii): Ifx;l =x and y;l =y then (x.y);l =x.y;l =x.y by 24(xxvi). 
24(xxviii): If x; 1 = x then (x . 1’) ;y = x . 1’;~ = x . y by 24(xxvi)(xix). 
21 
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24(xxix): Assume x;l =x. We get (y._?);(x.z)Q(y.zZ);z and (y.f);(x.z) 
< y; (x . z) by 24(x). For the opposite inclusions, we argue as follows. 
(y.f);z =(y*i);z.l S(viii) 
<(y.f);(z.(y.i)“;l) 24(xvi) 
= (y .f); @.(3.x) ;I) 24(v), (Ra4) 
< (y.k);(z.x;l) 24(x) 
=(y.f);(z.x) x;l =x, 
y;(x.z) =y;(x.z).l S(viii) 
d (y . 1; (x . z)“) ; (x . z) 24(xvii) 
<(y. l$);(x-z) 24(i)(x) 
=(y.(x;lr);(X.z) 24(iii)(v) 
=(y.f);(x.z) x;l =x. 
24(xxx): Assume x< 1’. First we show XC? as follows. 
x = x; 1’ . 1’ (l&j, xb 1’ 
<x; (1’ . ii; 1’) 24(xvi) 
< 1’; (i; 1’) 24(x), x d 1’ 
1 
X 24(xix). 
From this we get i <i = x by 24(i) and (RQ), so x = .? by 7(i). 
24(xxxi): Assume x< 1’. Then X< 1’ by 24(i)(viii), so 
x;l .y <x;(l .i-;y) 24(xvi) 
= x;L; y S(viii), (Rat ) 
6x;y .Z < l’, 24(x)(xix) 
bx;l . l’;y xd l’, 24(xx), 7(ii)(iv) 
= x;l.y 24( xix). 
Therefore x;l. y =x;y. 
24(xxxii): Assume x6 1’. We have x;l . 1’ QY 1’ by 24(xx) and 7(v). For the 
opposite inclusion, first note that i< 1’ by 24(i)(viii). Then 
x. l’.x;l <x;(l.f;(E.l’)) 24(xvi) 
= x;f; (X. 1’) S(viii), (Rat ) 
~l’;l’;x~x;l’;l’ x< l’, fb l’, 24(x) 
=x.x 24( xix) 
ZZ 0 5(ii), 
SO X. 1’ Gx; 1 by 7(v) and 3(ii). It follows that x; 1 . 1’ = X . 1’. 
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24(xxxiii): Assume x G 1’ and y < 1’. Then 
x;y <x;l’ l’;y 24(x), x< l’, yd 1’ 
=x,y 24(xix) 
=x;l’ .y 24( xix) 
GX; (1’ .k;y) 24(xvi) 
dx; (i’;y) 24(i)(x), x < 1’ 
= x;y 24(viii)(xix), 
so x;y =x . y. 
24(xxxiv): If x < 1’ and y < 1’ then 
x;z . y;z <x;l . y;z 24(x) 
= x;y;z 24(xxxi),(Rat) 
= (x . y);z 24(xxxiii),x B l’, y < 1’ 
<x;z . y;z 24(x) 
so x;z . y;z = (x y);z. 
24(xxxv): Assume x < 1’. We have x;z< 1’;~ = z by 24(x)(xix), so z<X;Z by 7(v). 
Then 
x;y -2 dx;y -x;z zdx;z, 16 
=x; (y .i;x;Z) 24(xvi) 
bx; (y .Z) @a7 ),24(x) 
dx;y 1’;z 24(x),x< 1’ 
=x;y.z 24(xix), 
Definition 25. An element x of a relation algebra 9[ is a domain element if x; 1 = x. 
For every set U, the domain elements of Se (U) are the relations of the form 
W x U where W C_ U. The next theorem shows that the set of domain elements in a 
complete relation algebra forms a complete Boolean algebra. For example, the Boolean 
algebra of all subsets of U is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of domain elements 
of the complete relation algebra Se (U). 
Theorem 26. Let ‘2I be a relation algebra and let D be the set of domain elements 
of a. Then 
(i) x;l E D for every x E A. 
(ii) D is closed under - , + , and . . 
(iii) D is closed under x ; (-) for every x E A. 
(iv) If {xi : i E I } 2 D and CiEI xi exists, then &xi E D. 
(v) If {xi : i E I } C_ D and Hi,, xi exists, then &, xi E D. 
(vi) Ifx~Dand~{y:y<x+z;y}exists, thenC{y:y<x+z;y}ED. 
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Proof. 26(i): (x;l);l =x;(l;l)=x;l by (Rat) and 24(xxii), sox;l ED. 
26(ii): Assume x E D, i.e., x; 1 = x. Then X; 1 = X by 24(xxv), so X E D. If x, y E D 
then(x+y);l=x;l+y;l=x+yby(Ra~),sox+y~D,andx~y~Dby 
24(xxvii). 
26(iii): Let x E: A and y c D. Then y; 1 = y, so, by (Rat), x;y; 1 = x; (y; 1) = x;y, 
and hence x; y E D. 
26(iv): Assume {x; : i E I} CD and xi,, xi exists. Then xi,, Xi = xi,, (X; ; I ) = 
( Ci,I Xi) ; 1 by WXV), SO C;,I Xi E D. 
26(v): This part follows from 26(ii)(iv) by 8(iii) and 3(ii). 
26(vi): Assume x;l =x and C{y : y<x+z;y} exists. For every y, if y<x+z;y 
then 
y;l d(x+z;y);l B(x) 
=x;l +z;y;l (Raz) 
=x+z;(y;l) (Rai), x;l =x. 
This shows that {y : y<x + z;y} is closed under (-) ; 1. It follows that {y; 1 : 
ydx +z;y} C{y : y<x +z;y}, so, by lO(iii), 
C{y;l : y<x+z;y}d C{y: y<x+z;y}. (20) 
But C{Y : y<x + z;y}d (c{y : Y dx + z;y});l = C{y;l : y<x + z;y} by 
24(xx)(xv), so, together with (20), this gives us c{y;l : y<x + z;y} = C{y : 
y<x+z;y}. Since C{y : y<x+z;y} is a join of elements of the form y;l, each of 
which is a domain element by 26(i), it follows that C{y : y&x + z;y} is a domain 
element by 26(iv). 0 
Definition 27. An element x of a relation algebra 9I is a functional element if k;x< 1’. 
The functional elements of ‘%e (U) are the partial functions from I!/ to U. 
Theorem 28. Let (u be a relation algebra. 
(i) [6, Theorem 3.391 rf x and y are functional elements of 2I, then so is x;y. 
(ii) [6, Theorem 4.21 Ifx is a functional element of 2X, then x; (y . z) = x;y .x;z 
for all y,z E A. 
(iii) [6, Theorem 4.21 An element x of ‘8 is functional iff x;y . x;y = 0 for every 
element y E A. 
(iv) Zf x< 1’ then x is functional. 
Proof. 28(i): Suppose x and y are functional elements of 9I. Then 
(x;YI- ; (x;Y) = F;Z; 6;~) (WI 
= P; (2;~) ;Y @al> 
<j,;l’;y x is functional,24(x) 
= j’;y w3 ) 
< 1’ y is functional, 
so x ; y is functional as well. 
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28(ii) : x;y .x;z dx; (z -5; (x;y)) 24(xvi) 
=x; (z .i;x;y) (Ral) 
<x; (z * 1’;y) x is functional, 24(x), 7(iii) 
= x; (z . y) 24(xix) 
<x;z .x;y 24(x),7(iv). 
28(iii): Assume first that x is functional. Let y E A. Then x;y . x;y = x; (y .Jj) = 
x;O = 0 by 28(ii), 5(ii), 24(xviii). For the converse, suppose x;y . x;y = 0 for every 
element y. Take y= 1’ andget O=x;l’~x;~==x~x;~ by(Ras). ThenO=F’i;x 
by 24(xiv), so Z;x< I’. Thus x is functional. 
28(iv): If xf 1’ then i;x< 1’; 1’ = l’, so x is functional. 17 
Definition 29. For every element x of a relation algebra let x0 = l’, and, for every 
iEo,letx’+‘= x;x’. Let x0 = C {xi : i E o } whenever the join exists. 
Theorem 30. Let % be a complete relation algebra with elements p, q, y E A. Then 
(i) ~{x:x3p+q;x} =q”;p. 
(ii) C{x:x<p-q;Js} =qw;F. 
(iii) ~{x:x~p+q;x};y=~{x:x2p;y+q;x}. 
Proof. 30(i): (A, sZ> is a complete lattice (with additional but irrelevant properties) 
and p fq; (-) is a monotonic function, so by Tarski’s Theorem 22 it has a least fixed 
point, namely fl{ x : x 2 p + q;x }. We must show this is equal to q”;p. First note 
that qW; p is a fixed point of p + q; (-), since 
P+4;(9?P) = Pf 
i 
4Xw);P Wal) 
= P+ 4;(w));p 29 
iEw 
= P + (ig (wi)) ; P WV) 
= l’;p+ (igqi+l):p 29, 24xix) 
= (1’ +ig09’+‘);P Wad 
= (90 + zW9i+l) ;p 29 
= p ;P ( ) 
10(i) 
= f;p 29. 
Since qw ;p is a fixed point of p+q; (-), it includes the least fixed point of that function, 
hence go ; p 2 n { x : x B p + q ;x }. For the inclusion in the other direction we must 
show that qw; p is included in every x such that x > p + q;x_ Assume x 3 p + q;x. We 
show qw ; p Qx by induction. The base case is that go ; p = 1’ ; p = p < p + q;x <x. For 
the inductive case, assume q’;p<x. Then qi+l;p = q;q’;p = q; (qi;p) <q;x<p + 
q;x<x. Thus, x is an upper bound of { qi;p: i E co}, hence x> Cifw (q’;p) = 
(Cit”4i);P=4w;P’ 
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3O(ii) : qo;p = H{x :x2~+qq,x} 30(i) 
=C{Z:x2p+q;x} 8(iii) 
=C{x:X>~+q;X} 3(ii) 
=C{x:xQP+q;F} 3(ii), 7(v) 
=~{x:x<p.q;z} 3(ii)(xvii). 
3O(iii) : ~{x:ep+q;x};y =qO;p;y 30(i) 
= qw; (P;Y) @al > 
=n{x:x>p;_Y+q;x} 30(i). 0 
Lemma 4.4 of [lo] is obtained from 3O(iii) by setting p = 1’. 
Theorem 31. Let 2l be a complete relation algebra with elements p, q, t, and c. 
(i) Ifc=q+t;c, then C{x:x<p+q+t;x}=C{x:x<p+t;x}+c 
(ii) C{x:x<p+q+t;x}=C{x:xdp+t;x}+n{x:x>q+t;x}. 
(iii) ~{x:x>p~q~~}=~{x:x2p~t;7}~~{x:x<q~t;x}. 
Proof. 31(i): Assume c = q + t;c, and let 
a:=~{x:x<p+q+t;x}, 
b:=C{x:x<p+t;x}. 
We want to show a = b + c. Note that b is a fixed point of p + t;(-) by 22, so 
b + c = (p + t;b) + (q + t;c) = p + q + t; (b + c). 
Thus b + c is a fixed point of p + q + t; (-). By 22, the greatest such fixed point is 
a, so b + c <<a. To prove a < b + c, it suffices to assume x < p + q + t ;x and show 
- 
xQb+c. First note that from c=q+t;c we may conclude that C.q=O and .?<t;c. 
Then 
x.c <(p+q+t;x).F x<p+q+t;x 
= p.Z+q.Z+t;x.F 3(viii)(xv) 
= p.c+t;x.c c.q=o 
<p+t; (x2;?) 24(xvi) 
<p+t; (x.i;t;c) 
- 
c<t;c, 24(x) 
<p+t;(x.T) W7), Wx) 
so from the definition of b we get x. Z< b, hence x < b + c by 7(v), as desired. 
31(ii): Let c := n { x :x>q+t;x}. Then c = q + t;c, so the desired conlusion 
follows by 31(i). 
3l(iii): This follows from 31(ii) by 3(ii)(xvi), 8(ii)(iii), and 7(v). I7 
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6. Arbitrary interpretations 
Let %!a&, with typical elements S, T, S’, T’, S”, . . ., Si, . . ., be the set of statements 
of a programming language Y. Note that &at can be an arbitrary set. The idea behind 
the following definition is explained in the Introduction. 
Definition 32. Let 2I be a relation algebra. An 2I-interpretation of 9 is a pair (r,e) 
of functions that map the statements Yhaat of the language 9 to elements of the 
algebra 2I (in symbols, r,e : Bat -+ A), such that es; 1 = es for every S E Yhat. 
If 9l is any relation algebra whatsoever, then an ‘U-interpretation is obtained by 
setting rs = es = 0 for every S E Bat, and another 2I-interpretation is obtained by 
setting rs = es = 1. A slightly more interesting interpretation results from setting rs = 
1’ and es = 0. This is tantamount to saying that every program statement does nothing 
(leaves every state unchanged) and always terminates. These examples obviously may 
not conform to the intended meanings of the statements, but such conformity is not 
needed for many initial results. In the remainder of this section we prove several 
general results applicable to any set of statements Bat in a programming language 
9 and any 2I-interpretation of those statements. 
6. I. Predicate transformers and their laws 
Definition 33. Let ‘% be a relation algebra and let (r, e) be an 2I-interpretation of 9. 
For every statement S E Y&at define two unary operators on ‘u, namely wlps (-) : 
A + A and wps (-) : A + A, as follows: 
(i) wlps (n) = rs ;X, 
(ii) wps (x) = rs;JS . es. 
In case x is a domain element, wlps (x) is called the “weakest liberal precondition 
guaranteeing x”, and wps (x) is called the “weakest precondition guaranteeing x”. We 
will usually apply the functions wlps (-) and wps (-) only to domain elements, but 
they are defined for all elements of the relation algebra 5X. This definition allows 
the recovery of rs from wlps (-) since, as is shown below, rs = wlpi (1’). It allows 
something more. Suppose we consider two statements S,S’ E .%&, and we wish to 
construct from them a statement S” such that rstj ;rsJ <rs. We can achieve this by 
using any St’ such that 
rp < (wlp~ (6))” (21) 
for if (21) holds, then rstt < (wlpst (G))” = (x)‘ = m by 33(i), 24(iv),(RQ), 
and (Rq ), hence rstr ;rsr $K;rsr <rs by (RQ), 24(xii), and 3(ii). Conversely, if 
rstt;rsl <rs, then rstt;rsl . E = 0 by 7(v), hence G;r& . rstt = 0 by 24(xiv), so 
rstr <G = (wlpst (G))- by 24(xiv) by 7(v). The relation K = (wlps, (fi))’ 
is called the “weakest prespecification” of S and S’ (see [18, p. 6841). 
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Peirce’s “progressive involution”, the converse-dual of the weakest prespecification, 
namely X;y, was introduced by De Morgan [36]. The weakest prespecification was ex- 
plicitly mentioned by Peirce [43] (under a different name, of course). Many algebraic 
laws governing this operation can be found in [50], and some of them are proved 
in [ 19,201 from a different axiomatization of relation algebras. 
From a given intepretation (r,e) it is possible to create others with interesting prop- 
erties. For example, if r’s = rs . G for every S E Sat, then (r’, e) is an interpretation 
whose weakest precondition transformer wp& (-) is the same as the weakest precondi- 
tion transformer wps (-) of the interpretation (r, e), because 
wpL(x) =r’s;x.E$ 33(ii) 
= (rs .G’) ;X . G ri = rs .G 
=G.rs;X.G es;1 = es, 26(ii), 24(xxvi) 
= (e_s_+rs;T) .eS 3(ii)(xvii) 
-- 
= rs;x . es 3(xiii) 
= wps (x) 33(ii). 
Theorem 34. Let % be a relation algebra and let (r,e) be an ‘%-interpretation 
of 9. 
(i) Zf x is a domain element hen wlps (x) and wps (x) are also domain elements. 
(ii) wps (x) = wlps (x) .&. 
(iii) wlps(1) = 1. 
(iv) wps(1) = 6. 
(v) wps(x) = wlPs(x).wps(l). 
(vi) wlpc (x) = rs;x. 
(vii) wpg (x) = rs;x + es. 
(viii) wlp$ (1’) = rs. 
(ix) wpi (0) = es. 
(x) wlpi (-) is universally additive. 
(xi) wlps (-) is universally multiplicative. 
(xii) wps (-) is completely multiplicative. 
(xiii) wp$ (-) is completely additive. 
(xiv) W~PS (~1. W~PS (~1 = W~PS 6 . ~1. 
(xv) wps (x) * vs (Y) = ws (x. Y). 
(xvi) wps (~1. wlps (Y) = w (x. ~1. 
(xvii) If wps (0) = 0 then wps (x) < wlpi (x). 
Proof. 34(i): This part is an immediate consequence of 26(ii)(iii) and 33. 
34(ii): This part follows immediately from 33. 
Y- 
34(iii): wlps (1) = rs; 1 = rs;O = 8 = 1 by 33(i), S(iii), 24(xviii), and 5(iv). 
34(iv): wps (1) = wlps (1) * q = 1 . B = s by 34(ii),(iii), 3(viii), and S(viii). 
34(v): This part follows from 34(ii) and 34(iv). 
34(vi): Using 11, 33(i) and 3(ii), we get wlp$(x) = wlps(E) = rs;n’ = rs;x. 
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34(vii): wp$ (x) = wps Q) = rs;?. q = rs;x + es by 11, 33(ii), and 3(ii)(xvii). 
34(viii): This part follows from 34(vi) by 24(xix). 
34(ix): This part follows from 34(vii) by 24(xviii). 
34(x): Since t-s; (-) is universally additive by 24(xv), it follows from 34(vi) that 
wlp$(-) is also universally additive. 
34(xi): wlps (-) is universally multiplicative by 17(iii) and 34(x). 
34(xii): For every nonempty indexed set {xi : i E I } GA, if n;,, xi exists, then 
vs( ,p) = 
ZZ 
= 
= 
wlps nxj .es 
( > 
34(ii) 
IEI 
( JJ WlPS (Xi)) . G M(xi) 
g (W~PS (Xi) Ki) 1 # 0, 16 
,g wps (Xi ) 34(ii) 
Thus, wps (-) is completely multiplicative. 
34(xiii): It follows from 34(xii) by 17(iii) that wp$ (-) is completely additive. 
34(xiv) and 34(xv): These parts follow from 34(xi) and 34(xii) by 17(ii). 
34( xvi): WPS(X).WlPS(Y) =wlPs(x)~es~w~Ps(Y) 34(ii) 
= wlps (x) . wlps (y) .G 3(viii)(ix) 
= wlps(x-y)*G 34(xiv) 
= WS(X.Y) 34(ii). 
34(xvii): Assume wps (0) = 0. Then 
0 = wps(O) hypothesis 
= wps(x.X) 5(ii) 
= wps (x) . wlps (Y) 34(xvi), 
so wps (x) dwlps (X) = wlp$ (x) by 3(ii), 7(v), 11. Cl 
6.2. Determinism for arbitrary interpretations 
Definition 35. Let QI be a relation algebra and let (r,e) be an ‘%-interpretation of Y. 
A statement S is deterministic if wlp$ (x) <wps (x) for all x E A. 
Definition 35 is based on the remarks in [15, p. 1371. What is actually used as a 
definition of “S is deterministic” in [ 151 depends on the assumption that wps (0) = 0, 
and is expressed in the first part of the following theorem. 
Theorem 36. Let 2I be a relation algebra and let (r,e) be an ‘%-interpretation of 
3. 
(i) Assume wps (0) = 0. Then S is deterministic # wps (x) = wlpi (x) for all 
x f A. 
(ii) S E YYat is deterministic 13 G;rs < 1’ and rs . es = 0. 
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Proof. 36(i): This parts follows immediately from 34(xvii) and 35. 
36(ii): The following statements are equivalent. 
S is deterministic 
For all x, wlpi (x) <wps (x) 35 
For all x, rs;x<rs;X.G 34(vi), 33(ii) 
For all x, rs;x.(rs;x+es) = 0 7(v), 3(xvii)(ii) 
For all x, rs;x.rs;E+rs;x.es =0 3(xv) 
For all x, rs ;x . rs ;.T = 0 and for all x, rs ;x . es = 0 7(ii)(iv) 
rs is functional and rs . es = 0 (see next paragraph). 
The equivalence of the last two statements comes from the foIlowing observations. 
By 28(iii), rs is functional iff for all x, rs;x . rs;X = 0. If for all x E A, rs;x ’ es = 0, 
then, taking x = 1, we have r,s . es drs; 1 . es = 0 by 24(xx) and 7(iii). Conversely, if 
rs-es=O, thenforeveryxEA, 
rs;x . es = (rs es) ;x 3(viii), es; 1 = es, 24(xxvi) 
= 0;x hypothesis 
= 0 24(xviii). 0 
7. Correct interpretations 
Let 2 be a programming language whose set of statements .%ad contains two kinds 
of statements, called basic and compound. Let &oic be the set of basic statements, 
containing 
l skip, abort, havoc, 
0 assignment statements, 
l Boolean statements B, . . ., B;, . . ., 
l variable statements X, Y, Z, . . ., 
l and other statements. 
Assume that no basic statement belongs to more than one of the types listed above. Let 
Yak be the set of variable statements, usually called simply ‘variables’. We assume 
that ?‘a* is well-ordered. The compound statements S, T, S’, T’, S”, . . ., Si, . . ., are 
obtained from the basic statements by repeated use of the following operations: 
S;T sequential composition (“do S, then do T”) 
SorT binary nondeterministic choice (“do either S or T”) 
OREIS Z-indexed nondeterministic choice (“do Si for some i E Z”) 
if B then S else T binary deterministic choice 
(“do S if B holds, otherwise do T”) 
B-S guarded command (“if B holds, do S”) 
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IFidBi+&) Z-indexed guarded nondeterministic choice 
(“do some Si for which Bi holds”) 
whileBdoS while-loop 
(“if B holds, do S, otherwise do nothing; repeat”) 
fl [Sl single recursion 
(“do S, interpreting X as ,uX [S]“). 
Single recursion is part of the p-calculus of Scott and de Bakker [51]. That multiple 
(simultaneous) recursion can be eliminated in favor of single recursion is proved in 
[2, 29, 511. 
We assume that there are enough variables so that for every statement S there is a 
variable X that does not occur in S. Since V~+Z is well-ordered, there is a first such 
variable. In case the Z-indexed operations are applicable only when I is finite, it suffices 
to let Vact be a countably infinite set. If I is allowed to range over all sets up to a 
given cardinality, then $'a4 will have to be appropriately larger. 
7. I. Definition of correct interpretations 
Let ‘9.I be a relation algebra and let (r,e) be an %-interpretation. The interpretation 
(r,e) is “correct” if it is a correct mathematical translation of the intended intuitive 
(or operational) meanings of the program constructs. Correctness lies at two levels. 
First, the basic statements must be interpreted correctly. Second, the interpretation of 
a compound statement should be computed from the interpretations of the constituent 
parts in the correct way. Thus, to motivate Definition 39 below, it is necessary to 
describe the intuitive meaning of a program construct using only the input/output rela- 
tions and domains of nontermination of the parts and to see that such descriptions can 
be successfully written as relation-algebraic terms. 
Start with the Boolean statements. These are supposed to represent conditions that 
may or may not be true of a given state. Each Boolean statement B determines the 
set of states that satisfy B, so B should be assigned by a correct interpretation to an 
element of 2I that corresponds to a set. Domain elements are used this way, but in 
the computations that follow it is more convenient to use identity elements instead. 
We choose to let a correct interpretation satisfy rB < 1’ for every Boolean statement 
B. 
Below we will have something to say about havoc, abort, skip, and variable 
statements, but the structure of assignment statements and other basic statements will 
not be relevant for the rest of this paper, so we have no requirements concerning them 
to impose on a correct interpretation. 
Every computation of havoc terminates; upon termination the machine may be in 
any state. Thus, every state is connected to every other state by a terminating compu- 
tation of havoc, and havoc has no nonterminating computations. Therefore, a correct 
interpretation should satisfy the conditions rhav,,c = 1 and ehav,,c = 0. For every 
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initial state the computation of abort fails to terminate, that is, every state initiates a 
nonterminating computation of abort, and abort has no terminating computations. So 
a correct interpretation should satisfy r&,,,.t = 0 and e&on = 1. From every state 
there should be a terminating computation of skip that leaves the state of the machine 
unchanged and there should be no nonterminating computations of skip. Hence, we 
want rskip = 1’ and eskin = 0. 
The operational interpretation of S; T is “first do S, then do T”. Thus, a terminating 
computation of S; T starts at the initial state of a terminating computation of S that ends 
at the initial state of a terminating computation of 7’ that ends at the final state of the 
computation of S; T. The equation which asserts this is rs;r = rs;rr. A state initiates a 
nonterminating computation of S;T if it either initiates a nonterminating computation 
of S, or else initiates a terminating computation of S that ends at a state that starts a 
nonterminating computation of T. This is expressed by the equation es;r = es frs ;er. 
Another way to read this equation is that nontermination of S;T either occurs in the 
attempt to execute S, or else the execution of S terminates, but nontermination occurs 
in the subsequent execution of T. 
S or T means “do either S or T”, with no preference for either alternative. Its termi- 
nating computations are the terminating computations of S together with the terminating 
computations of T, i.e., rSorr = rs + rr, and a nonterminating computation of Sor T 
is available iff one is available for either S or T, i.e., esorr = es + er. Generalizing 
from the binary case to ORi,,Si (“do S; for some i E 1”) yields ron,,,S, = c,,, rs, 
and eon,,,s, = xi,, es,. 
The terminating computations of the guarded command B ---f S (“if B holds, do S”) 
are just those terminating computations of S whose initial states satisfy B. Since rB is 
to be an identity relation, this requirement is correctly expressed by rB-,s = rB ;rs. (If 
rB were taken to be a domain element, the proper equation would be rB_,s = rB . rs.) 
All the nonterminating computations of S should be included among the nonterminat- 
ing computations of B + S. In addition, we imagine that there is a nonterminating 
computation of B + S starting at every state where B fails, so that e&s = rB; 1 + es. 
(Note that rs ; 1 is a domain element whose domain is the complement of the domain 
of rB. If we took rB to be a domain element, then we could use 6 instead of rB; 1.) 
The terminating computations of the binary deterministic choice statement if B 
then S else T (“do S if B holds, otherwise do 2”“) should be those terminating 
computations of S that start in states satisfying B plus those terminating computations 
of T that start in states not satisfying B. Hence, correct interpretations should satisfy 
rifsthensetser = rB;rs + rB; 1 . rT. Nontermination of ifBthen Selse T should be pos- 
sible from a state satisfying B if there is a nonterminating computation of S starting 
there, and it should be possible from a state not satisfying B if there is a nonterminating 
computation of T starting there, i.e., eitBthensetse r = g;es + rB; 1 . eT. 
A computation is a terminating computation of IFi,,(Bi--tSi) iff, for some i E I, it 
is a terminating computation of Si whose initial state satisfies Bi. This is expressed 
by rIF,,,(B,_s,) = C,,, (rB, ;rs,). The states initiating nonterminating computations of 
IFi,f(B;+Si) are those in which no Bi is satisfied, together with those which, for some 
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i E 1, satisfy Bi and initiate a nonterminating computation of St, that is, elF,,,(&_$) = 
ni,, q + C,,, (ra, ;es,). Note that if ra, = 0 for every i E I, then rtF,,,(&.$) = 
xi,, 0 = 0 = rabort and elF,&4,) = I-Ii,, 1 + I,,, 0 = 1 = eabort. SO if no Bi 
is satisfied, then IFi,,(Bi*Si) is semantically equivalent to abort, assuming abort is 
interpreted correctly. 
Here is a more detailed version of the operational meaning of whileB doS: 
Step 0. Start with an initial state c. Let the current state be the initial state. 
Step 1. Check the current state. If B holds in the current state, then terminate with- 
out changing state and put the pair (a,current state) into the input/output relation of 
while B do S. If B does not hold in the current state, then go on to Step 2. 
Step 2. B fails in the current state. Do S, i.e., try to select a computation of S. If 
the current state does not initiate any computation of S or initiates a nonterminating 
computation of S, then put cr into the domain of nontermination of while B do S. If the 
current state initiates a terminating computation of S then let the new current state be 
the final state of any one of those terminating computations of S. Go back to Step 1. 
Roughly speaking, a terminating computation for while B do S is a finite (possi- 
bly empty) sequence of terminating computations of B -+ S, such that the last com- 
putation terminates at a state not satisfying B. This is expressed by r,,.,hiteBdoS = 
CiEw ( (rg;rs)i ; (fjj. 1’)). But CiEw ( (rB;rs)i ; (g. 1’)) is the least fixed point of 
r;;. 1’ + ra;rs;(-), so we will use rwhiteBdoS = n {x : x26. 1’ + rg;rs;x}. 
Consider a state d in the domain of ewhitesdos. First, B must hold at CJ, since 
otherwise the computation of while B doS would terminate immediately and (a,~) 
would be put into the input/output relation. Therefore, 0 is in the domain of ra. Since 
B holds, S is executed. This either leads to a nonterminating computation of S, that 
is, e is in the domain of es, or else there is no such nonterminating computation. 
Therefore, 0 must initiate a terminating computation of S, for if not, we would have 
a state satisfying B from which no computation of S is possible, contradicting our 
assumption that (T does initiate a computation of while B do S. Thus, o initiates no 
nonterminating computations of S, but does initiate a nonterminating computation of 
while B do S, so at least one of the terminating computations of S must end in a state 
from which a nonterminating computation of while B do S is possible. This conclusion 
is equivalent to asserting that (T is in the domain of rs;e,..,hiteBdos. Putting these in- 
clusions together, we conclude that any state in the domain of ewhiteBdoS must be in 
the domain of rB; (es + rs;ewhiteBdo.s), that is, %hileEdoS dQ; (es + rs;ewhileBdos). 
Conversely, we can argue that if y <ra ; (es + rs ; y) then y < ewhiteBdos. Indeed, a 
state cr in the domain of y must satisfy B, and either a nonterminating computation 
of S is possible from 0, in which case o initiates a nonterminating computation of 
while B do S, or else cr initiates a terminating computation of S that ends in a state 
6’ which is again in the domain of y. Either 0’ initiates a nonterminating compu- 
tation of S or a terminating computation of S that ends at a state 0” in the do- 
main of y, and so on. We either eventually get into a nonterminating computation 
of S, or else create an infinite sequence of terminating computations of S. Either 
way we get a nonterminating computation of while BdoS, so g is in the domain of 
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ewhilebd0.s. Since ewhiteBdos is a domain relation, this argument is enough to show 
y <ewhite~,jo~. Thus, ewhiteBdos is, in fact, the greatest solution of y <rs; (es + rs; y), 
i.e., 
%hileBdoS = c{Y : Y <rB; (es + rs;y>} = C{Y : y<re;es + o;b;y). 
A description of the operational meaning of fl[S] is “execute S, but whenever a 
free occurrence of X is encountered (one that is not inside a substatement of S of 
the form @[T]), that occurrence should be replaced by @[S], and execution should 
continue, beginning with the newly created occurrence of @[S].” A consequence of 
this description is that the elements of 2I assigned to @[S] should coincide with 
the elements assigned to the statement obtained from S by replacing free occurrences 
of X with @[S]. Thus, rM[sj and eG[sj are completely independent of rx and eX. 
Indeed, to compute rM[sj and eM[s] we must consider other interpretations that differ 
from (r,e) on X. We need to able to find, given two elements x and y of 2I, a 
correct interpretation (r’,e’), satisfying tiX = x and ei = y, that does not differ from 
(r,e) any more than necessary. This can be done by splitting correctness into two 
parts: correctness on basic statements, and correctness in the way that elements are 
assigned to compound statements. We compute (r’,e’) from (r,e) by restricting (r,e) 
to the basic statements, obtaining p and E, two maps on basic statements that are 
“basically correct” (defined below according to the remarks above), changing the values 
of p and E at X to x and y, respectively, and then recomputing the assignments of 
elements to the compound statements. For this process we need, first, the notion of 
basic correctness for maps from basic statements to elements of %, and, second, a 
“correct” method of computing elements of 9I for compound statements that starts 
from basically correct maps p and E and is in accordance with the intuition regarding 
correctness for compound statements. The remarks above concerning loy[S] lead to the 
conclusion that rG[sj should be a fixed point of the function f, determined from S, 
that assigns input element x to the output element r$ obtained by reassigning X to 
x. More thoughts along the lines indicated above for whileBdoS lead to the further 
conclusion, arising already in [2,40,51], that r” should be the least fixed point of 
this function. If f is monotonic then this least fixed point is n {x : x>f(x) } by 22. 
(Note, however, that in a complete relation algebra n { x : x 2 f(x) } always exists for 
every function f .) 
Similarly, by imitating and generalizing the remarks concerning the nontermination 
domain of while B do S, one eventually gets to the conclusion that eN[sj should be the 
greatest fixed point of the function g, determined from S, that assigns input element 
y to the output element e;, where (r’,e’) is the interpretation obtained by reassigning 
rx and ex to rMts1 and y, respectively. This analysis is the same as that which jus- 
tifies the definition of the Hitchcock-Park [ 171 coderivative (the lower derivative of 
de Bakker [9]). Indeed, the definition of lower derivative from [9] is part of 39 below. 
Consult [ 17,9] for more explanation. 
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Definition 37. Let p and E be functions mapping S?aciic to elements of a relation 
algebra ti. Then p and E are basically correct if 
(i> Pskip = I’, 
(ii) &skip = 0, 
(iii) Pabort = 0, 
(iv) &abort = 1, 
(v> L’h - 1 avoc 2 
(Vi> &havoc = 0, 
(vii) ps d 1’ for every Boolean statement B, 
(viii) &R is a domain element for every R E .%fadic. 
Definition 38. For any relation algebra ‘3, any pair of maps p, E : 9ariic ---t A, any 
variable X, and any two elements x, y E A, define a new pair of maps p (XJ) ,E (Xc) : 
9mi~ --) A as follows: 
p @..)R ={ 
PR if X # R E gariic, 
x if X = R, 
’ (xy”>R = 
ER if X # R E S?aaic, 
y if X = R. 
In discussing correctness we freely formed joins which, in case ‘2I is the algebra 
of all binary relations on a set, are simply unions and certainly do exist. In the next 
definition, however, we need to know that the various joins exist, and so, in order to 
avoid lengthy formulations of results, we ask that 2I be complete. 
Definition 39. Let Cu be a complete relation algebra. For every pair of maps p, E : 
98adic + A, let P,ep,’ : S@dat + A be the unique pair of maps that satisfy the 
following conditions: 
$ =PR if R E gaoic, 
rP3f - rP*z. 9” 
S,T - S ’ T ’ 
ryorT = rs P’E + rPT’E9 
9” OF&s, = 2 rc 
r!- 
IfBthenSelseT = pB;l$‘& i-pB;l .$&, 
e:, = pB;gs,E, 
rP,& 
IF,E,(~i-+~,) = 2 (PBt ir!?> 7 
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A correct interpretation is any pair of extensions (P, eP,&) obtained from a basically 
correct pair of maps p, E : &die + A. 
Suppose we have a complete relation algebra % and a correct interpretation (rp,“, eP,&). 
We do not yet know (r P,‘,eP*‘) is an %-interpretation. From the basic correctness of p 
and E we do know that er is a domain element for every R E L&mic, but to conclude 
that (r PS eP,&) is an ‘%-interpretation we must prove that er is a domain element for ,
every S E Ykat!. This is done in Theorem 53. 
Definition 40. For every relation algebra 2I, every pair of maps p, E : SYacu’c --+ A, 
every variable X, and all elements x, y E A, let 
rp (X;) and ~9’” (Xy”) are the new extensions obtained from previous extensions rP,& 
and eP,E by changing the value of rp” and 19 at X to x and y, respectively. 
Theorem 41. If ‘2l is a complete relation algebra and p, E,E’ : &sic -P A, then 
rP,E = rP&’ 
Proof. The definition of rP+& and e P*’ shows that the values of E and @x8 are irrelevant 
to the computation of rP,&. q 
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In view of 41, we will write rP instead of rJ’,&. Consequently the first part of 40 
can be restated more simply as rp (I$) = dx;) With these notational changes, 39 . 
becomes 
e$,,, =C y:y,e { < P.6 (x+J),}. 
knma 42. f%WSe % is a COmpkte relation algebra, p, E : Ba,ciic -+ A, 0, w,x, y E A, 
and X # Y. Then 
(0 rp (Xc) (yl) = rP(Y$) (Xy”) and ePJ (Xc) (Y;) = cF(Y;) (X;), 
(ii> rp (Xy”) (Xi) = rp (Xi) and tic (X;) (X;) = eP.& (Xi). 
ProOf. 42(i): It fojlows immediately from 38 and the assumption that X # Y that 
P (x;) (Yi) = p(Y$) (Xy) and E (Xy”) (Yi) = E(Y;) (Xy”), so by 40 we have 
rp (Xy) (Yi) = f(3) (Yi) 
= rdxG I( yZ )
= rP( yi Xx: > 
= rdyi) (xy”) 
=rp(Y;)(Xy). 
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For the other equation, we have a similar proof: 
42(ii): The proof is similar to that of 42(i), but uses the observation that p (x;) (Xi) = 
p(X;) and E (X;) (Xi) = E(&?). 0 
Lemma 43. Suppose 2l is a complete relation algebra, p, E : ,9i?mic ---) A, and x, y E A. 
Then rf’ (Xy”) = rp (X,). 
Proof. Nothing that p(X,X) = p(x,X), we have rP(xyX) = rP(x;) = rp(xl) = rP (x,) . 
0 
Definition 44. The free-variable function Free (-) is the unique function mapping L%Lz~ 
to subsets of 9% that satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) Free(S) = 
{S} if S E “K&5, 
0 if S E &zilic - Var. 
(ii) Free(S;T) - Free(SorT) = Free(ifBthenSelseT) = Free(S)UFree(T). 
(iii) Frce(ORiErSi) = Free(IFi,r(Bi-+Si)) = Ui,, Free(S). 
(iv) Free (B + S) = Free (while B do S) = Free(S). 
(v) Free @X[S]) = Free(S) - { X }. 
A variable X occurs free in a statement S iff X E Free (S). 
Lemma 45. Suppose 2I is a complete relation algebra, p, E : &riic -+ A, and x, y E A. 
rf X does not occur free in S, then rp (Xy”)s = rg and ePJ (X;)s = eF. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of statements. The only interesting 
case is the one involving pY[S]. First we handle the case in which Y #X. To prove 
the result for pY[S], we assume that X does not occur free in pY[S]. Then X also does 
not occur free in S and S has lower complexity than pY[S]. Our induction hypothesis 
is that 45 applies to S with rJ’ (Yt) in place of rp, i.e., rP (Yi) (X,“), = rP (Y;),. Then 
yp WpY[q = fl{z:z>rp(X$) (Yi),} 39 
= l-j {z : z2rP (Yi) (X;),} 42(i) 
=n{~:z2rP(YgZ)~} induction hypothesis 
= $Y[S, 39. 
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The second case is when Y = X and pY[,S] = fl[S]. X does not occur free in 
fl[S], although it may occur free in S. Note that rP (Xy) (JCi) = rP (_,!L{) by 42(ii). 
No induction hypothesis is needed: 
rp cxy”> p,yLy[S] =n{z:zar”(X,“) (~~)s} 39 
=n{z:z>rp(X;)S} 42(ii) 
= r$x[s, 39. 
Similar arguments apply to eP,‘& The other cases are easy. For example, if 45 holds 
for S and T then it also holds for S ; T, for if X 4 Free (S ;T) then X 4 Free (S) and 
X 4 Free(T), so rp (XyX)s;T = rP (Xy”)s ;rP (X;)T = rg;r$ = rgiT and eP,& (x;)s;7. = 
ep,& (XG) s + rP (Xy”) s ;ePJ (xy”)T = ey + rg;eP;” = et!T. q 
Theorem 46. Suppose ‘3 is a complete relation algebra, p, E : L&aic -+ A, and z E A. 
S 
are monotonic functions. 
Proof. It follows from 24(x) that if f and g are monotonic operations on ‘?I, then 
the function f (-);g(-) is also monotonic. Using this together with 21, it is easy to 
complete the proof by induction on the complexity of statements. 0 
Definition 47. The substitution function subs [-] : Bat -+ Ba,t (of statement S for 
variable X) is the unique function that satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) subs [T] = 
T if X # T E &CI~C 
SifX=T 
(ii) sub: [S;T] = sub: [S] ;subi [T]. 
(iii) subs [S or T] = subs [S] or sub; [T]. 
(iv) sub; [ORi,lSi] = ORi,rsub$ [St]. 
(v) sub; [ifBthen Telse I”‘] = ifBthensub$[T] elsesub; [T’]. 
(vi) sub: [B -+ T] = B --) sub; [T]. 
(vii) sub: [IFi,l(Bi*S;)] = IFier(Bi--tsubg [SC]). 
(viii) sub: [while B do T] = while B do sub; [T]. 
(ix) sub; [pY[ T]] = pZ [subs [sub: [T]] ] where Z is the first variable distinct from 
X that does not occur free in S and does not occur free in T. 
Theorem 48. Suppose ‘2I is a complete relation algebra and p, E : &di~ + A. Then 
rp 
sub;[T] = T 
and ertv [Tl = eP,E (X:iC) 
Y T’ 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of statements. The most compli- 
cated case is the p-case. We assume 48 is true for all statements with complexity less 
than that of pY[T], and prove 48 for pY[T] itself. We have 
sub< WV11 = clz [sub; [sub; [Tl]] , (22) 
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where 2 is the first variable distinct from X that does not occur free in either S or T. 
Both T and sub; [T] have complexity less than that of PY [T], so we can apply 48 to 
both of them. We must show 
(23) 
(24) 
Eq. (23) is proved as follows: 
induction hypothesis for sub: [T] 
Z 4 Free(S), 45 
induction hypothesis for T 
= J-J { z : z>,rP (Zg) (XOrg) (Y,‘),} 
42(i), 39, 38 
=II{ z: z>rP (Xc) (Yi),) 
42(i), Z .$! Free(S), 45 
PUTI 
39. 
For the proof of (24), let r’ = r$.[sUb~Isubl[Tl]]. BY W), (23), ad 43, we have 
Y 
(25) 
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Then proceed as follows. 
41 
= c{ 2: zGep3” ~q~[s.b~,,l]} 
demrition of r’ 
Z 6 Free(S),-45 
induction hypothesis on T 
=C{ 2 : .z<ep,” (z:‘) (X$) (Y$), } 
42(i), 39, 38 
We will not worry about the other cases. 0 
7.2. Derivatives and the Hitchcock-Park-de Bakker theorem 
The derivative dX [S] of a statement S with respect to a variable X is another 
statement with the following intuitive meaning. Suppose we execute statement S from 
state ot. We pass through many intermediate states while executing the substatements 
of S. Suppose we arrive at state (~2 just before executing the variable X. Then the pair 
(oI,~z) belongs to r&.tsI. See [ 17,9,48] for more such remarks. 
39. 
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The definition of derivative has been extended here to cover some additional language 
contructs; in particular, dX [whileB doS] is defined according the fact that, under 
the right hypotheses, whileB doS and ,uX [ifB then S;X else skip] are semantically 
equivalent. 
Definition 49. The derivative dX [-] : 92d --t Bat (with respect to variable X E 
VAT) is the unique function that satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) dX[S] = 
abort if X # S E &XJ~C, 
skip ifX=S 
(ii) dX [S;T] = dX [S] 0rS;dX [T]. 
(iii) d.X [S or T] = d_X [S] or dX [T]. 
(iv) dX [OR,,ISj] = OR;erdX [ASi]. 
(v) dX [if B then S else T] = if B then d.X [S] else dX [T]. 
(vi) dX [B -+ S] = B -+ dX [S]. 
(vii) dX [IFi,l(Bi+Si)] = IFiEr(Bi+dX [Si]). 
(viii) dX[whileBdoS] = @[(ifBthendX[S]elseabort)or((ifBthenSel.se 
abort);Z)], where Z is the first variable distinct from X that does not occur free 
in S. 
(ix) dX [fl [S]] = abort. 
(x) If X # Y then dX [pY [S]] = PZ [sub,“’ [ti [S] ordY [S] ;z]] , where Z is 
the first variable that does not occur free in S and is distinct from X and Y. 
Theorem 51 below is the main result of this subsection. It corresponds to Theo- 
rem 8.43 and Corollary 8.42 of [9]. First we need a lemma. 
Lemma 50. If CLI is a complete relation algebra, p, E : S&zaic --) A, and X # Y, then, 
for every S E Ydaat, 
Proof. Let Z be the first variable that does not occur free in S and is distinct from X 
and Y. Then Z does not occur free in either sub’“yYtsl [dX [S]] or subFytS1 [dY [S]], so 
49(x) 
= ‘fl -subpylsl[tiIS]] or sub - 
i 
;y[S1[dYIS]];Z] 
47(i)(ii)(iii) 
= n ’ TZBrP (z~)sub:‘[sl~du[S]]or~~~Ycl~dYIS]];Z} 39 
+ <ub;r[sl[dY[.S]] ” 
38, 39, 45. q 
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Theorem 51. Assume 2X is a complete relation algebra, p, E : &Z&C + A, x, y E A, 
Pabofl = 0, and p&ip = 1’. Then, for every S E .%!a&, 
&” (XJ)s = eP,’ (Xi) s + rp (Xi) dxLsI ; y. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of statements. Suppose first that 
S E Baciic. If X # S, then 
ePgE (Xi) s + rp (Xt ) ti,sl ; Y 
= ey + rp (.-Qabort ;y 
= ey + 0;y 
= eP.E 
= ep”,& (x& 
45, X # S, 49(i) 
39, 45, Pabott = 0 
24(xviii), S(vii) 
45, x # s. 
If X = S, then 
ePTE (X0”) s + rp (x0”) dyrsl ; Y 
= eP,& (X0x)x +rp (Xt)dx,xl ;Y 
= 0 + rp (xo”) skip ; y 
= l’;y 
=Y 
= ePsE (Xy”)x 
x=&s 
38, 39, 49(i) 
(Bai ), 5(Vii), 39, 45, Pskip = 1’ 
24( xix) 
38, 39 
Thus, the result holds for every basic statement S E L&ZI~C. 
For the rest of the proof we assume that the theorem holds for statements S, T, 
and 5’i for every i E I, and we show that the theorem also holds for the compound 
statements built up from these statements. 
Proof for S; T: 
= ep.’ (Xy”)s + rp (Xy”)s ;epg (XJ) T 
= (ti& (X,“),+rp (ztilsI ;y) +rp (Xo”)s; (ep*‘(X$), +rp (X6”)durrl ;Y) 
induction hypothesis 
= tic (X$),+rP (Xt)s ;ep’” (X;)T+(rp (X,X)tiIsl+rp (Xi)s ;rP (Xi)dy[~]) ;Y 
@aI 1, @a2 1, Wxv) 
= eP*’ (Xt),;,+rp (Xbr)dY~SIorS;ti~TI 7 
39 
= ePc (X;),;, + rp (Xt),[,;rI ;y 
49(ii) 
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Proof for S or T: 
= ep+ (X;)s + eP,’ (A$ T 
= ep” (x& + rp (x;;;,,, ;y + &” (JGI), + rp (xo”)a[rl iY 
induction hypothesis 
= eP,’ (X$)s + ep,’ (X0) T + (rp (Xi),,,, + rp (%j,,,,) ;_Y 
0% ), @a2 ), (Ra2 1 
= tic (xt)sorT +” (xt)MIS]ordXIT] ;Y 
39 
= eP,’ (G)SorT + rp CXi)ti[SorT] ;Y 
49(iii). 
Proof for OR,lSi: 
induction hypothesis 
9(i), 24(xv) 
39 
49(iv) 
Proof for if B then S else T: 
&” (xC)ifBthenSelseT 
= PB;eP’E (x& + pff; 1 eP,’ (Xy”) T 
induction hypothesis 
=PB;~(~~)S+PB;l.eP,E(~~)T 
+ (pB;rP (xi)ti[s] +PB;l “’ (xt?)ti[Tl) ;Y 
26(i)(ii), 24(xxviii), (Ra2) 
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Proof for B --t S: 
= ps;l +pL+; (ep,’ (Xz, + rp(X,X)dXcSl ;Y)
induction hypothesis 
= pB; 1 + pB;ep” (xo”>s + pe;rP (%)&y,s] ;Y 
24(k), @al ), (Ral) 
= epc (x0”>,_, + rp (xo”)II+ti[sl ;Y 
= eP*’ (Xl)B_s + rp (Z),,,,,, 2 
49(vi). 
Proof for IF;,,(Bi+Si): 
Proof for while B do S: We wish to show 
@‘” ($)whileBdoS = @” (%)whileBdoS l I-r’ (X~)dY[whileBdoS] ‘Y (26) 
Let 
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Expand the left-hand side of (26): 
@” (‘!;) hileBdoS 
= C [z : z<pB;ePsE (X;)s + pB;rP (Xy”)s ;z} 
induction hypothesis, 43 
=C{z:z<P+S;y+t;z} 
24(ix), (Ral ), definitions 
Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (26): 
eP’E (xi)whileBdoS 
= C { z : zdp~;eP’& (X;)s + pg;rp (X;)s ;z} 
39 
=C{z:z<p+t;z} 
definitions of p, t. 
of p, s, t. 
For the second term on the right-hand side of (26), first note that 
dX[whileBdoS] = p-2’ [(ifBthendX[S]elseabort) 
or((ifBthenSelseabort);Z)] 
where Z is the first variable distinct from X that does not occur free in S. Furthermore, 
l@ (%I (z~)ifBthenSalsaab~ 
= pe;rP (XI) (-G), i- PB;~ ‘Pabort 38, 39 
=Pe;rP(~~)(Zi;)S+PB;l.O Pabort = 0 
= m;rp (xt) (ZG), S(vi)(vii) 
= ps ;rP (JGt)s Z 4 Free(S), 45 
=t definition of t 
so 
rp (xt) (‘i) if B then S else abort = t’ 
and, similarly, 
rp (%) (‘i) if B then dX[S] else abort = pB ;@ (*t) cLYLy[S] = ” 
(27) 
(28) 
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since Z @ Free (dX [S]). Then we get 
rp (x0”> dX[whileEdoS] 
= rp (x0”) 
kZ[(if B then ti[S] else abort) or((if B then S else abort);Z)] 
49(viii) 
=I-{ 2 : z>r” (x0”) (“) 0 (~fBthendX[S]elseabort)or((ifBthenSelseabort);Z) > 
39 
=n( z’z’rP (x0”) (‘i)ifBthendX[S]elseabort 
+ “’ (xt) (Zt)ifBthen_Calseabofi ;rp fxo”> (‘i)Z> 
39 
= n{z:z>s+t;z} 
(27), (28), Z $ Free(S), 45, definitions of s, t, 
so, by 3O(iii), 
” (x~)dx[whileBdoS] ;y=~{z:z~s+t;z};y=~{z:z~s;y+t;z}. 
In summary, we have 
epc (‘?G)whileBdoS = ~{z:zbp+s;y+f;z} 
epc (Xi)whileBdoS =C{z:zbp+f;z} 
rp &I> dX[whileEdoS] ;y= n{z:z>qy+t;z}, 
so (26) follows by 31(ii). 
The proof for PY [S] is similar to the proof for whileB doS. We wish to prove 
that 
eP,& (xrx)~v,~] = ep’& (xox)i,v,q + rP (X,X)dQu[s], ;y 
If Y = X then 
(29) 
P (X:)Pr,q = e;;,,, = epc (x,x)P,,q 
by 44(v) and 45, and 
rp GG> d‘QY[.VI 
;y = ribort;y = 0;y = 0 
by hypothesis and 24(xviii), so (29) holds. Assume Y #X. Let 
q := rp (X,) 
lms1 ’ 
p := eP,’ (X,X) (Y,4), , 
s := rp (Xi) (YOy)dxIsl, 
’ := ” (%) (‘,4)&‘[S] 
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Expand the left-hand-side of (29): 
=~{w:wGeP,E(XyX)(Y$)S} 
definition of q 
=C{ w : wf@” (X;) (Yl)s + rp (25,“) (Y$)dY,sl ;w } 
induction hypothesis 
=C{ w : wG@” (y,9) (q), + l-p (g) (q)drrm P} 
42(i) 
= c {w :waqr,4)(x& +I+ (Y:)(x;),[,,;y 
+~"Pz) &l-JY[s] ;w} 
induction hypothesis, 43 
=C(w:w<:p+s;y+t;w} 
42(i), definitions of p,s, t. 
Expand the first term on the right-hand side of (29): 
&” &I pY,S] 
=-II{ w : w<eJ- (x;) ( *9”~~~)s} 39 
=C{ w : wfefi6 (Xt) (Y$), } definition of q, 43 
=c( w : w <ep,E (X$) (Yl), + rP (X,X) ( Y,9),,yISJ ;w } induction hypothesis 
==~{w:w~p+tr;w} definitions of p and t. 
Next, expand the second term on the right-hand side of (29): 
50, 3O(iii) 
definition of q 
=~{w:w2:s;y+t;w} 
definitions of s and t. 
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We have shown 
ePJ w py[s] =C{w:wdp+s;y+t;w} 
@” (Xo”)aY[~] =C{w:w<p+t;w} 
rp (x0”) ~tPyLv1 ;y= n{w:w3s;y+t;w}, 
so the desired conclusion now follows by 31(ii). 0 
Theorem 8.47 of [9] concerns “well-foundedness” (see pp. 339-340): a statement 
S is well-founded with respect to a condition B if there are no infinite $-chains 
and no finite G-chains that end in states satisfying B. If x is a domain relation in 
%e (U) whose domain is the set of states satisfying B, then this is equivalent to 
O=C{y:y<x+rp;y}. 
The following theorem contains a 
of [9]. A different relation-algebraic 
found in [48]. 
relation-algebraic formulation of Theorem 8.47 
version of the Hitchcock-Park theorem can be 
Corollary 52. Assume H is a complete relation algebra, p, E : L?&z~‘c + A, p&ofi = 0, 
and Pskip = 1’. Then 
(i) ep$,l = C { . < P,E (X~lsl)s +rp(x,‘:[sl)~x,s; y } Y. y-.e 
(ii) eP$[,] = 
(iii) The following statements are egukalent. 
(a) e$,] = 0. 
(b) ~PN[SI (1) = 1. 
(c) subx Ncx[s1 [dX [S]] is well-founded with respect to ePyE . 
S 
and 0 = C { y : y<r$;y }. 
S 
Proof. 52(i), (ii): These parts follow immediately from 51 with x = rhx[sl and 48. 
52(iii): Use 52(ii),34(iv), parts of 3 and 24. 0 
Theorem 53. Assume ‘8 is a complete relation algebra, p, E : 52mic -+ A, p&,ofi = 0, 
pskip = l’, and &R is a domain element for every basic statement R E %?airic. Then 
ey is a domain element for every statement S E Sptat. 
Proof. Assume pabofi = 0 and p&in = 1’. We prove by induction on the complexity 
of statements S that 
if E maps &tlic to domain elements, then e$‘& is a domain element. (30) 
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Since E and ef’,’ agree on basic statements, it follows that (30) holds whenever S E 
&aic. Suppose (30) is true for S, T, and & for every i E I. Assume E maps Badt’c 
to domain elements. Then ep, eF, and eg; are domain elements for every i E I. It 
follows by 39 and 26(i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(v) that eg:yr, eyO,,, eg&,, e&,,,,,,,,,, e&, 
and ep*” ,F,,,(B,_s,j are domain elements. To see that efhileBdoS is a domain element we 
also need 26(vi). From our assumption that E maps %dic to domain elements and the 
fact that 0 is a domain element it follows that E also maps Basic to domain 
elements. From the assumption that (30) is true for S it follows that ePyE 
is a domain element. Consequently, by 52(i) and 26(vi), e$,,) is a domain element 
II 
Corollary 54. Assume % is a complete relation algebra and p, E : &di~ -+ A. If 
(rP,ep,‘) is a correct interpretation, then (rP,eP,&) is an %-interpretation. 
Proof. This is a consequence of 32, 53, and 37(viii). 0 
7.3. Semantic equivalence 
Much could be said in this section, but we will only make one definition, prove one 
expected theorem, and give a few examples. 
Definition 55. S and T are semantically equivalent iff G = I$ and ey = ey for every 
complete relation algebra ‘8 and every correct 2I-interpretation (rp, e”“). 
Theorem 56. ZfX $! Free(S), then while B do S and &f [if B then S;X else skip] are 
semantically equivalent. 
Proof. Let ‘$I be a complete relation algebra and let (rP,eP,‘) be a correct 2I-interpret- 
ation. Then 
$&if B then S;X else skip] 
39 
39, 37(i) 
37(vii), 24(xxxii) 
39. 
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eP,E 
flzghr S;X else ski:] 
” “@’ (~~)ifBthenS;Xelseskip} 
= C { y : yGh3;ep~"~C;)six +pB;I.ep,c(X;)skip } 
=~{y:y~~~:(e~~(~~),+r"(X;)~;e~~~(~~),)+~.o} 
39, 37(ii) 
= C {Y : yGpi3;ep,’ (XJ)s + pi3;rp (Xy’)s ;eP,& (X;)X} 
3, 24(ix) 
=C{ Y : ydh3;eF + m;rg;y } 
X 6 Free (S), 45, 39 
39. 0 
Examples. Let ‘8 be complete relation algebra and let (rP,efi”) be a correct 2l-interpre- 
tation. Note that 
‘!kl = n{.X:X>X} =o, 
eP,E 
/&y[,y] = C{Y : YGY> = 1. 
Thus, ,uX[X] is semantically equivalent to havoc. Assume X 6 Free(S). Then 
‘EW ;Sl =lJ{x :x>x;rg} =o, 
eP,E flx[x;sl = C{y: ydy+O;ey} = 1. 
Thus, fl[X;S] is also semantically equivalent to havoc. On the other hand, I$.[~;~, 
is not semantically equivalent to havoc, since 
$x;([S;X] = n{x : x3rg;x) = 0, 
e$Ls;xl = C{y : y<ef/ + rg;y} = C{y : y<rg;y} + (rpS)w ;er. 
by 31(ii) and 30(i). Thus, in case 2I = %e (U), the domain of nontermination of 
&IS ;Xl is the set of states that belong to infinite c-chains or initiate finite rg-chains 
that end at a state in the domain of nontermination of S. 
Suppose there is a basic statement true such that Ptrue = 1’ (“true is true in all 
states”). Then while true do skip is semantically equivalent to abort, since 
<bile true do skip =l-I{ - X : X 2 Ptrue ’ 1’ + Ptrue 9 &p 3 -4 ‘X > 
=n{x:x2x}=o, 
eP7E 
while true do skip =C{Y:Y~Ptrue;e~ip+~true;~~kip;Y}=C{Y:Y~Y}=l. 
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Consider a somewhat less trivial example [7, p. 8581. Suppose we have a lan- 
guage with exactly one integer variable. Machine states can be identified with inte- 
ger assignments to that variable, so we simply let the set of machine states be Z = 
{ . . . . -3, -2, - l,O, 1,2,3,. . .}. Let S be an assignment statement hat always terminates 
and sets the variable equal to 0: r$ = {(a, 0) : n E Z} and e? = 0. Let B be a Boolean 
statement that says “the value of the variable is nonzero”: ps = {(n, a) : 0 # n E Z}. 
Let P be the statement hat always terminates and subtracts 1 from the value assigned to 
the variable: r; = { (n,n - 1) : n E Z} and eP - . VC 0 Then S and havoc;whileBdoP 
have the same input/output relation, since 
rk3voc;whileBdoP 
= l;~{x:x~~4’+/Q&Z;X} 
= 1;n{ x:x~{(n,n):O#nEZ}.l’ 
+ {(n,n) : 0 # n E E};{(n,n - 1) : n E Z};x} 
=1;~{x:x~{(0,0)}+{(~,~-1):0#~EZ};x} 
= 1; ({(n,n - 1) : 0 # n E Z})” ;{(O,O)} 
= {(n,O) : n E Z} 
=r f? 
but they are not semantically equivalent since 
PJ 
et&oc:whileLidof = ehavoc + rEa”oc ; C { Y : ydm;eF + PS;$;Y} 
+ {(n,n) : 0 # n E Z};{(n,n - 1) : n E Z};y} 
= l;~{~:y~{(n,n-1):O#nEH};y} 
=l#O=eF. 
7.4. Laws of predicate transformers for correct interpretations 
In this section we show that the weakest-precondition predicate transformer wp(_) (-) 
and the weakest-liberal-precondition predicate transformer wlp(_) (-) associated with a 
correct intepretation obey all the standard laws, except for the “law of the excluded 
miracle”. Suppose ‘% is a complete relation algebra and (rJ’,e”,“) is a correct interpreta- 
tion. Then for every statement S E 9’&&, wlps (-) and wps (-) are functions that map 
the complete Boolean algebra of domain elements to itself (by 54). The functions there- 
fore transform (denotations of) predicates to (denotations of) predicates, and hence are 
properly called “predicate transformers”. Theorem 57 below is almost enough to show 
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that wlpC_, (-) and wp(_) (-) qualify as predicate transformer semantics according to the 
requirements of [ 151. First, the requirement RO, p. 132, that wlpS (-) be universally 
multiplicative (which also appears as (0), p. 129), holds by 34(xi). Note that correct- 
ness of the interpretation is not needed for RO. Definitions (lo)+ 18), pp. 133-136, that 
specify wlpS (-) and wpS (-) in case S is havoc, abort, or skip, hold by 57(i)-57(vii). 
Definitions (23)-(25), p. 137, that specify the predicate transformers for the compo- 
sition of statements, hold by 57(viii)(ix). Definitions (27X29), p. 137, for guarded 
nondeterministic choice, hold by 57(xviii)(xix). Finally, Definitions (1 j-(2), p. 171, for 
the while-statement, hold by 57(xxii)(xxv). However, we do not know, and cannot 
prove, that every statement S satisfies the “law of the excluded miracle”. This “law” 
is treated in the next section. 
Theorem 57. Assume ‘2I is a complete relation algebra, p, E : S&ZC~~C + A, and (rp, eP,&) 
is a correct %-interpretation. Then 
(i) Wlpakip (X) = X. 
(ii) qskip (X) = X. 
(iii) WlpaboR(X) = 1. 
(iv) vabort (X) = 0. 
(v) wlph avoc (X) = 0 tx. 
(vi) Wphavoc (X) = 0 tx. 
(vii) Wphavoc (1) = 1. 
(viii) wlpS,r (x) = wlpS (wlpr (x)). 
(ix) WPS;T(X) = wS(WpT(X)). 
(x) wlpSorT(x) =wlpS(x)'wlpT(x). 
(xi) w~~~~T(x)=w~s(x).w~T(x). 
(xii) wlPoR,,,s, (X) = nirZ, wlps, (x). 
(xiii) wPoR,,,S, (X) = nifZ[ wps, (x). 
(xiv) w1pifBthenSals.e T (X) = P~;wlPs (X) -I PB; 1 . wlpr (Xl. 
(XV) wpifBthenSelse~(X)=~~;~~(X)+~~;1 .Wpr(X). 
(xvi) ~1~134 (x) = PB ; 1 + wlps (x). 
(xvii) WS-s (X) = PB;WPS (X). 
(xviii) wlPi~,,,(s,-+s~) (x) = nifZ[ (PB,; 1 + wlps, (X)). 
(xix) wPlF~~@,4,) (x) = ni,, (L% ; 1 + UPS; (x)) . &(P&; 1). 
(xx) (WlpSj’ (x) = o’;x for eoery i E 0. 
(Xxi) WlpwhileBdoS (X) = nicw (wlps+s)’ (PB; 1 +X). 
(xxii) WlpwhileBdoS(X)=~{ Y: yb(P~;l +X).(a+wlpS(Y))}. 
(xxiii) WlpwhileBdoS (X) = c { Y : Yb (pB; 1 +X) . wlpS-4 (y) }. 
(Xxiv) WlpwhileBdoS(X) = c{ Y: yQps;l .x+ps;wlps(y)}. 
(xxv) qwhileBdoS(X) = n { Y : .Yk (psi1 +X). (s+Wps(y)) }. 
(Xxvi) Wp*hileEdoS(X)=~{Y:Y>,P~;1.X+Pe;Wps(Y)}. 
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PrOOf. 57(i): wlpskip (x) = rikip;X = 1’;~ = ? = x, by 33(i), 37(i), 39, U(xix), 
and 3(ii). 
57(ii): wpskip (X) = wlp&ip (X).e$‘;(“ip = X.0 = x, by M(ii), 37(ii), 39, and 5(iv)(viii). 
___ - 
57(iii): wlp,bofl (x) = r$,ort ;X = 02 = 6 = 1, by 33(i), 37(iii), 39, 24(xviii), 
and 5(iv). 
57(iv): wabort (x) = Wlpabort (x) . et:,, = wlpabofl (x) .T = 0, by M(ii), 37(iv), 39, 
and S(iii)(vi). 
57(v): WlPhavoc (x) = riavoc 3 3%) 
=E 37(v), 39 
= otx 5@‘), (R&x). 
Wvi): vhavoc (x) = Wlphavoc (x) . ef&oc 34(ii) 
=otxJ 57(i), 37(vi), 39 
= otx S(iv)(viii). 
5Tvii): vhavoc (1) = Otl 57(vi) =-= 
= O;l (Rag) 
- 0;o - S(iii) 
= 0 24(xviii) 
= 1 5(iv). 
57(viii): wlp~,~ (x) = rg.r;X 33(i) 
= (r~&);F 39 
= rg;(rF;X) @al) 
= r$;rpT;X 3(ii) 
= rg;wlpT (x) 33(i) 
= wlps (wlp~ (x)) 33(i). 
57(ix): wps;r (x) = wlps;~ (x) . egfT 34(ii) 
= wlps (wlpr (x)) . eg’;ET 57(viii) 
= wlps (wlp~ (x)) . er + rg;et 39 -- 
= wlps (wlpr (x)) ey . r$;eF 3(xvi) 
- 
=wlps(wlp~(x)).r~;~.e~ 3(ii)(viii)(ix) 
- 
= wlps (wlp~ (x)) . wlps (ey) . e 33(i) 
( 
- 
= wlps wlp~(x). ey .e 
> 
34( xiv) 
= wps (WPT 6)) 34(ii). 
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57( xxv) and 57(xxvi): 
VwhileBdoS (x) 
= Wbwhile B do S (x> 
PJ 
’ ewhileBdoS 
=C{ y: YG (PB; 1 
34(ii) 
+x).B;r$;Y .C y:ybp~;e$&+p~;<;y} > { 
(31), 39 
+x) .pe;rg;y > -t 
~___ 
. Jj y : yaps;ey. ps;rg;y > 
S(ii),3(ii)(xvi)(xvii),37(v) 
____ 
+x> . pB;eF. pB;r$;y 
> 
3l(iii),3(viii) 
+x)-prc;ey +ps;rg;v 
> 
3(xvi) 
+x).PB; (ey+<;V)} 
24( ix) 
+x).~e;l. (ey+4,;y)} 
37(vii),24(xxviii) 
-_ 
+x). p~;l +ey.r$;y 
(- >> 
3(xvi)(xvii) 
+x). (pe;l +wps(y))} 
33(ii),3(viii) 
=c{Y:YaPB;l 
=rI{ Y:YB(PE;l 
=n( y:YB(PB;l 
=II( Y:Y>,(PB;l 
=I-{ y:y2(ps;l 
=l-I{ y : Y>, (pe;l 
=n{Y:Yb(pB;1 
=~{Y:Y~pB;1.x+~s;1~wPs(Y)} 
3( xix) 
=n{Y:Y~PB;1.X+PB;WPs(Y)} 
37(vii), 24(xxxi). 0 
7.5. The “law of the excluded miracle” 
Let 2L be a complete relation algebra. Consider an arbitrary ‘%-interpretation (r, e). 
We say that a statement S satisfies the “law of the excluded miracle” (so called by 
Dijkstra) if wps (0) = 0. Equivalent forms of this “law” are rs ; 1 +es = 1 and rs ; 1 <es. 
Definition 58. An interpretation is miracle-free if wps (0) = 0 for every S E YZ&. 
Interpretations (even correct ones) may not be miracle-free simply because some basic 
statements fail to obey the “law”. For example, the results in this paper apply to correct 
interpretations in which, for every assignment statement S, rg = ey = 0 (S has no 
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57( xv): VifBthenSelseT (X) 
= wbifEthenSelseT(X).e~BthenSelseT 
34(ii) 
= (PLdPs (xl + PB; 1 . WlpT (x)) . p&e? + pB; 1 . e: 
57( xiv), 39 
= (Psi1 ‘wlps(x)+pB;l ‘wlpT(x)) ‘PB;l ‘er+pB;l .ep 
37(vii), 24(xxxi) 
-_ 
=b?;l ‘wlpS(x).ey+pB;l ’ 
( 
3(xx)(ix) 
=PB;l ‘wpS(X)+pB;l ‘wpT(X) 
34(ii) 
=PB;WPS@)S~B;~ .wPT(x) 
37(vii), 24(xxxi). 
57(xvi): wlPB*S (x) 
= 4-S 3 33(i) 
= pB;$;x 39 
= pB;l .rg;? 37(vii), 24(xxxi) 
= pB;l +rg;x 3(xvii) 
= ps; 1 + wlps (x) 33(i). 
57(xvii): vB+S (x > 
= wlPB+S (X) . C$LS 34(ii) 
= (Pe;l + W1P.s (xl) . 57(xvi), 39 
= (pB;l +Wlps(X)). 3(ii)(xvi) 
- 
=Pe;l.wlps(x).ey 3(ii)(viii)(ix)(xiii) 
= PB;?% (X) 37(vii), 24(xxxi), 34(ii). 
57txviii): WhF,,,(B,+s,) (x) = <F,,,(Bi_s,);: 33(i) 
= 2 (PBi ;G,,> ;x 39 
= 2 (PB, ;Gr P> 2Q(xv) 
=Z’ PB, ; 1 . Si 3) 37(vii), 24(xxxi) 
=z(a+gq 8(ii), 3(xvii) 
33(i). 
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57( xix): wk’lF,,,(Bt+S) @) 
= Wk’IF,&-St) cx) ’ et:E,(~g--s,) 
34(ii) 
= lz bei ; ’+ wlPS tx)> .z Pe,;l + 2 (ps, ;1 . egr) 
57(xviii), 39, 37(vii), 24(xxxi) 
= rJ 6% ; 1 + wlps, (4) . ( t%l)‘; (a+q)) 
3(ii)(xvi)(xvii), S(ii)(iii) 
= igI (h ; l + wlPs, (x)) . (m, ; 1 + egf)) . z(pB, ; 1) 
3(viii)(ix), 9(ii) 
= rI (P, ; 1 + WlPs, (xl. qg 4 plR. ; 1) 
itI 
3(xviii) 
= $rJ (pBi;l + wps, (4) . p%, ; 1) 
34(ii). 
57(xx): We prove this by induction. First note that (wlps)’ (x) = x = l’;x = (I$)’ ;X 
by 20, 3(ii), 24(xix), and 29. Next, assume that (wlps)‘(x) = (4s)i;x. Then we 
have 
(WlPs Ii+’ (x) = WlPs (WPS 1’ (4) 
= wlps (m) 
= rg;m 
= r$; ( (rgi ;z) 
= rg; (4,)’ ;x 
20 
induction hypothesis 
33(i) 
3(ii) 
(Rat ) 
29. = (r”sy+ ;x
57(xxi)-57(xxiv): First we prove 
(31) 
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Applying the hypothesis of (32) to these altered maps, we conclude that 
Combining this with (33) yields 
By 39, 46, and 22, e$,,, is the greatest element y of A such that 
y <epB (X;)s 
We have just seen that r; 1 is itself such an element, so it follows that 
as desired. 0 
7.6. Determinism for correct interpretations 
From their operational interpretation it is natural to expect that skip and abort would 
be deterministic under a correct interpretation. It is also natural to say that havoc is 
not deterministic, since, in the operational interpretation, a computation of havoc can 
start at any machine state and end at any other. However, even under the operational 
interpretation there is one case in which havoc really is deterministic, namely, when 
there is only one machine state. An obviously sufficient (but not necessary) condition 
for S; T to be deterministic is that S and T are deterministic. These ideas are included 
in various parts of the following theorem. 
Theorem 61. Suppose ‘3 is a complete relation algebra and (~p,eP*~) is a correct 
2I-interpretation. 
(i) skip and abort are deterministic. 
(ii) havoc is deterministic ifs 1’ = 1, i.e., 2I is a Boolean relation algebra. 
(iii) Zf S and T are deterministic, then so is S;T. 
(iv) Sor T is deterministic ifs S and T are deterministic, (rg)-; r;< 1’. and 
rg . e, P,E + $ . e? = 0.’ 
(v) ORiEISi is deterministic ifs (rg>-;r$ < 1’ and I$, . e$& = 0 _fbr all i, j E S. 
(vi) Zf S and T are deterministic, then so is if B then S else T. 
(vii) Zf S is deterministic then so is B + S. 
(viii) Zf Si is deterministic for every i E Z and p& . pB, = 0 whenever i # j and 
i, j E I, then IFi,l(Bi+Si) is deterministic. 
(ix) Zf S is deterministic, then so is while BdoS. 
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57(x): wlPs.rr(x) = Qsor+ 
= (r; + I$)$ 
=rP,;X+QT;X 
33(i) 
39 
(lb) -- 
= yp .=j . l.fJ .x 
= Glbs (x;: wlpr (x) 
3( xvi) 
33(i). 
57Cxi): wp~~~7-h) =wlpSor~(x).e~or, 34(ii) 
= (wlp~ (x) .4-v (x)) eye, T 57(x) 
= (wlp~ (x) . wlp~ (x)) . et/ + eP,,E 39 
=wlps(x).er. wlpT(x).q 
-( > 
3(viii)(ix)(xvi) 
= wpS tx) . WpT (X> 34(ii). 
5Wi): W~POR,,,S, 6) = roRi ,s, ;x 33(i) 
= srg, ;X 39 
= 2 cc 4 24xv) 
= g ci ;x 8(ii) 
= igwlp~, (x) 33(i). 
57(xiii): WPOR,&, 6) 
= W~OR,,,S, (x) . e& ,s, 34(ii) 
= iz wlps, (x) .z eg: 57(xii), 39 
= JIJ w1p.s (x) . ll eg; 8(ii) 
IEl 
= I-I (WlPs, (x). q) 
iEI 
= pm (X) 
9(ii) 
34(ii). 
57( xiv): whf B then S else T (X) 
= (is+@). (P&l +p,;*) 
-_- 
=pB;l.<;?+&f;l.$;x 
= PB ; w@S (X) + pB;1. k’lpT (X) 
33(i) 
39 
(W) 
S(xvi), 26(i)(ii), 24(xxvi) 
37(vii), 24(xxxi), 3(ii)(xvii) 
3(ii)(xix) 
37(vii), 24(xxxi), 33(i). 
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computations at all). However, correct interpretations do have the property that if the 
basic statements obey the law, then all statements do so. 
Theorem 59. Suppose ‘2l is a complete relation algebra and (rP,epJ) is a correct 
%-interpretation. Then 
(i) wps (0) = 0 whenever S E {havoc, abort, skip}. 
(ii) If wps(0) = 0 an d wp~ (0) = 0, then wp~;~ (0) = 0. 
(iii) If wps (0) = 0 or wpr (0) = 0, then wpsorr (0) = 0. 
(iv) If wps, (0) = 0 for some j E I, then wpo~,,,~, (0) = 0. 
(V) VWPS(O)=O and WPT(O)=Q then ~ifBthenSelseT(O)=O. 
(vi) If wps (0) = 0 then wp~_+s (0) = 0. 
(vii) If wpsi (0) = 0 f or every i E Z, then WpIF,,,(&+s,)(O) = 0. 
(viii) Zf wps (0) = 0, then vwhileB&s (0) = 0. 
Proof. 59(i): We have wphavOc (0) = OtO = o;fi = m = i = 0 by 57(vi), (Ras), 
5(iii)(iv), and 24(xxii), wpabofi (0) = 0 by 57(iv), and wp&ip (0) = 0 by 57(ii). 
59(ii): If wps (0) = 0 and wp~ (0) = 0 then wps;~ (0) = wps (wpT (0)) = wps (0) = 
0 by 57(ix). 
59(iii): If wps (0) = 0 then wpsorr (0) = wps (0) . wp~ (0) = 0 . wpr (0) = 0 by 
57(xi). Similarly, if wp~ (0) = 0, then wpsorT (0) = 0. 
59(iv): If wps, (0) = 0 for some j E I, then WPOR,,,~, (0) = ni,, wps, (0) <wps, (0) 
= 0 by 57(xiii). 
59(v): If wP~(0) = 0 and WPT(O) = 0 then vifBthenSelseT(0) = p~;~ps(O) + 
pB;1. wpr (0) = pB;O + pB; 1 . 0 = 0 + 0 = 0 by 57(xv). 
59(vi): If wps (0) = 0 then wp~-_+~ (0) = ~~;wps (0) = p~;0 = 0 by 57(xvii). 
59(vii): Assume wps, (0) = 0 for every i E I. Then 
~IFde+s,) (0) = ip, 6% + wPs, (0)) . g PE, 57(xix) 
=,rJ~z% hypothesis, S(vii) 
iEI 
= 0 8(ii),5(ii),3(viii). 
59(viii): If wps (0) = 0 then 
TwhileBdoS(O) =n{Y:~~ps;l.O+Ps;w~s(O)} 57(xxvi) 
=n{y:y20} wps (0) = 0, S(vi)(vii), 
24(xviii) 
= 0 8(iv) 0 
Theorem 60. Suppose ?I is a complete relation algebra, (rr,e”“) is a correct 2I- 
interpretation, and wR(O) = 0 for every basic statement R distinct from havoc, 
abort, and skip. Then (rp, BP,‘) is miracle-free. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that, for every S E Ydad, 
if p and E are basically correct and v%!pR (0) = 0 for every 
R E %%cii~ -{havoc,abort,skip}, then wps (0) = 0. (32) 
We prove this by induction on the complexity of statements S. Suppose that R E 9Saoic 
and that the hypothesis of (32) holds. If R is distinct from havoc, abort, and skip, 
then wpR (0) = 0 by the hypothesis of (32). On the other hand, if R is either havoc, 
abort, or skip, then we get wpR(O) = 0 by 59(i). Suppose that (32) is true of both S 
and T, and that the hypothesis of (32) holds. It follows immediately that wps (0) = 0 
and wpr (0) = 0. By 59(ii), we conclude that wps;T (0) = 0. Thus, (32) holds for S; T 
whenever it holds for S and T. If follows from 59(iii) and 59(v) that if (32) holds 
for S and T, then it holds for S or T and if Bthen S else T. By 59(vi) and 59(viii), if 
(32) holds for S, then it holds for B ---f S and whileBdoS. By 59(iv) and 59(vii), if 
(32) is true of S; for every i E I then (32) holds for both ORiE,& and IFi,l(B;+Si). 
For the final case, we assume that (32) is true of S. We will show that (32) holds for 
fl [S]. We have shown in 46 that the function rP X,(-) 
( ) 
is monotonic. Let r = I$,~,, 
and recall that r = fl { x : x >rP (JY$)~ }. It follows, b; 22, that Y is the least fixed 
s’ 
hence r = rf’ (Xi)s. From this and 43 we get r = rp 
so 
r;l=rP X5 ( > ;l. ’ s (33) 
We have assumed that p and E are basically correct and I$ ; 1 <er for every R E 
&cli~ -{havoc,abort, skip}. It follows easily from this assumption that p X5 
( .) 
are also basically correct and also satisfy 
for every R E &dic -{havoc, abort, skip}. Indeed, since p and E agree with p (XT) 
and E X5 
( > 
everywhere except possibly at X, we need only note that r;l is a domain 
element of ‘% and 
rp XL ( > r;l ,y ; 1 = r;l = ePTE X5 ( > . ’ x 
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as follows. 
WbwhileBdoS.(X) 
= ChileBdoS;’ 
=n{Y:Y~PB.l’+PB;r~;y};x 
=~{y:ybPe;l+I’+p8;r~;y};X 
=n{y:ya (pe;l.l’) ;x+pe;rg;y} 
=n{y:y~pB;l.x+pB;rPs;Y} 
=C{y:y~p~;l.x+~e;r~;y} 
=C{y:y~~p~;l.X+p~;r~;~} 
=c( - y: yGpB;l .x+PB;Qs;y > 
=C{ y : y6 (PB;~ +x).ps;$;Y > 
33(i) 
39 
37(vii), 24(xxxii) 
3O(iii) 
26(i)(ii), 24(xxvii) 
&iii) 
3(ii) 
3( ii), 7(v) 
3(ii)(xvi)(xvii). 
Starting from (31), we first obtain 57(xxi): 
W~P~~~I~B~~S(X)=C(Y:Y~(PB;I+X).PB_S;~} 
= (l-&J” ;pLl; 1 +x 
= jr& (cLJi m?;l +x 
= jIJ (+LJ ;pd +x 
= n WPB-s)’ (Ps ; 1 + x) 
iEw 
and then 57(xxii)-57(xxiv): 
WbwhileBdoS(X) =c{ Y: y< (PB;~ i-X).$_s;y} 
= my: YG(Pe;l +x)*wlpB-+s(y)} 
(31), 39 
3O(ii) 
29 
8(ii) 
57(xx) 
(311, 39 
33(ii) 
=C{y:y~(Pe;l+x)~(pe;l+wlp~(y))} Wxvi) 
=C{Y:Y~Ps;l.x+Pe;l.wlps(y)} 3(xix) 
=c{Y:Y~PB;l.~+PB;w~Ps(Y)) 37(vii), 24(xxxi). 
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Proof. 61(i): By 36(ii) and 37(i)-(iv), skip is deterministic because 1’ is functional 
and 1’ . 0 = 0, while abort is deterministic because 0 is functional and 0 . 1 = 0. 
61(ii): By 36(ii) and 37(v)(vi), havoc is deterministic iff 1 is functional, i.e., iff 
i ; 1 9 1’. But i ; 1 = 1, so havoc is deterministic iff 1’ = 1. 
6l(iii): Assume S and T are deterministic. By 36(ii) we get 
rg and flrare functional, 
r; s . ePTE = 0 and 8, . e$& = 0. 
From (34) it follows that rg;r is functional by 28(i) and 39. Also, 
4;T , . eFT = rg;rF . (er + rg;ey) 39 
= r$;r$ .ey + +;r$. &;eP; 3(xv) 
= (e?. r$);rt + Tp;r$ . r$;ep 3(viii), 37(viii), 24(xxvi) 
= (ey . &);r”, + rg;(r”, epi”) (34) 28(ii) 
= O;rpY + rg;O (35) 3(viii) 
=o 24(xviii). 
Therefore, r$r is deterministic by 36(ii). 
61(iv): By 36(ii), S or T is deterministic iff 
9 s or r is functional, (36) 
r!&,.SorT=O. 
By 27, 39, 24(xv), and 7(iv), (36) is equivalent to 
(34) 
(35) 
(37) 
(38) 
Similarly, (37) is equivalent to 
(39) 
Four of the statements in (38) and (39) are equivalent to the assertion that S and T 
are deterministic. Three of the others are explicitly included in the statement of 61(iv), 
so it suffices to observe that the second and third statements of (38) are equivalent to 
each other by 24(i)(viii), (R%), and (RQ). 
61(v): This part follows from the relevant definitions by 16 and 24(vii)(x). 
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61(vi): Suppose S and T are deterministic, i. e., rg and I$ are functional and <.er = 
O=$.ey. Then 
&3ttle”S&eT)- &WlenSelseT 
= (~s;l.rz+a.rP,)‘; (~e;l.<+~~;l.r$) 
39,37(vii), 24(xxx) 
=(I;P~.(~~)-+~;PB.(~~)~);(P~;I.~~+PB;I.~T) 
37(Vii), (Ras), (Ras), ti(iii)(iV)(V) 
= (1 ;pB . (rg)-) ; (PB; 1 ’ $) + (% ’ ($)-) ; (@. $) 
+ (1 ;pB (G)“) ; (pB;4(;i{ + (G. (r$)-) ; (PB; 1 . $) 
d (r~)“;r~+~;(PB;l)+(l;ps);ps;l+(4,)-;rP, 
Wx) 
d 1’ 
(see below). 
For the last step we need only note that rg and 4 are functional, that 
l;ps;(p~;l)= l;p~;p~;l = l;ps;plB;l<‘T;l =O;l =0 
by (Rat), 37(vii), ~(xxx)(xii)(xviii), and 5(iii), and, similarly, (1 ;pB) ;pB; 1 = 0. 
From these observations and the assumption that I$ . e? = 0 = r$ * e$‘&, we also 
get 
P 
rifBthenSelseT ’ e~&~e~se~ 
= (PB;1’4s+pB;l’47)‘(PB;l.e~+P~;1.e~) 
=r +P+ l;pe;(Pe;l)+(l;pe);~e;l +rpT.epT’ 
= 0. 
Therefore, if B then S else T is deterministic. 
Ll(vii): Assume S is deterministic, i.e., $ is functional and r$ 
(rLJ ;rL = (pB;$)- ; (pB&) 39 
< (r$ ;t$ 37(vii),24(i)(x)(xix) 
< 1’ S is functional 
and 
LS ‘eg&_, =pB;l 'r$' (pB;l +ef/) 39,37(vii), 24(xxxi) 
GO 3, 5,r;.ep=O, 
so B + S is also deterministic. 
6l(viii): From the assumptions we get, by 36(ii), 
&I, ’ PB, = 0 when ever i # j and i, j E I, 
<, is functional and $ . e$& = 0 for every i E 1. 
eP*& = 0. Then s 
(40) 
(41) 
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Then 
= 22 (M- ; h . Pd 4,) 
37(Vii), U(xxx)(xxxiii), (Ra,) 
= 2 (KY ; th . ml 4, + Il, ((q- ; (PB, . Pe,) :.6)) 
IO(i) 
= 2 
( 
KJ- m;G, +;zE, ((<J ;o$,) 
) 
3(vii), (40) 
= C ((r$ m, $,) 
iEI 
S(vii), 24(xviii), l(iii) 
d 2 K)” ;r!,> 
Wvii), 24( x)(xix), 9( iii) 
d c 1’ 
iEI 
(41), 9(iii) 
= 1’ 
I(iii). 
Therefore, fF,,,cB,+sii) is functional. We have 
by 9(iii), 8(ii), and 3(ii), so 
by 7(v) and 3(ii). Next we prove 
(42) 
(43) 
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as follows: 
16, 3(k) 
IO(i) 
= 2 cPa’ (G e”“>> + ,& ((Pa . ps,> ; (r;, . es”)) 
37(vii), 24(xxxiv), 28(ii)(iv) 
= ~(PB, ;O) + I$, (0; (rzi .egf)) 
(40), (41) 
=o 
24(xviii). 
Using (42) and (43), we have 
SO we conclude that IFi,l(Bi+Si) is deterministic. 
61(ix): Assume S is deterministic. By 35 we know that 
wlpc (Y) GWPS (v) for all Y E A, 
39 
3(xv) 
(42~ (43 1, 
(44) 
and we need only show wlp$,i,eBdoS (x) <WbhileBdoS(X) for every x. 
W1pkhileBdoSX 
= WbwhileBdoS @> 11 
=C(u:r~(ps;l+P).(pB;1+wlps(y))} 57(xxii) 
=n{Y:YLp~;l.x+PB;l.wlp~(y)} 3(ii)(xvi)(xvii), 8(ii), 11 
=n{Y:Y>,(k3;1+x)~(Pe+wlp~(y))} 3(xix) 
~~{Y:Y~(Pe;l+x).(~~;l+wps(y))} (44), WV) 
= %hileBdoS(Y) 57&W). 0 
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7.7. The invariance theorem for while-statements 
The theorem presented in this section is a generalization of what is called “the Main 
Repetition Theorem” in [ 151. An informal statement of this result runs as follows. 
Assume 
(i) P is a predicate, 
(ii) if P and B hold at a state then no nonterminating computation of S is possible 
from that state, 
(iii) if P and B hold at the initial state 01 of a terminating computation of S, then 
P holds at the final state ~2, and the initial state 01 is in the relation G to (say, is 
“greater than”) the final state 02, i.e., (al, ~2) E G, 
(iv) there is no infinite sequence of states such that P and B hold at every state in 
the sequence, and each state is in relation G to the next state. 
It follows from these assumptions that P is a sufficient (but usually not necessary) 
condition for the guaranteed termination of whileB doS at a state satisfying P. Theo- 
rem 62 generalizes the Main Repetition Theorem in two ways. First, it does not include 
the assumption that G is transitive, a possibility noted in [ 15, pp. 174-1751. Second, 
as is the case for all the results in this paper, it applies to interpretations over arbi- 
trary complete relation algebras, not just the proper relation algebras built from binary 
relations on a set. (For a similar algebraic generalization, see [55].) 
Theorem 62. Suppose YI is a complete relation algebra, p,S E A and (rP,ePJ) is a 
correct %-interpretation. If 
(i) p<l’, 
(ii) p;PB;es PC = 0 , 
(iii) p;P~;rg <s;p, 
(iv) C{z : zdp;P~;s;p;P~;z} = 0, 
Proof. First we prove that 
ifY<Ps; (ey + rg;y) then p;y = 0. (45) 
Assume y<pB;(ey+rg;y). Notice first that y<ps;l, hence y = pe;y by 24(xxxi). 
Then 
P;Y G P;PB; (e$& + G;y) hypothesis, 24(x) 
= p;pB;e$& + p;p~;$;y u(ix) 
= P;P&; (Pe;Y) 62(ii), (Baz), S(vii), y = p~;y 
(P;PB;< .s;P) $B;Y 6W), Wal) 
1 (I$ . p;p~;s;p) ;pe;y 62(i), 24(xxxi), 37(vii), 3(viii)(ix) 
< p;p~;S;p;p~; (p;y) 24(x), 62(i), 37(vii), (Rar), 3(vii)(viii), 24(xxxiii). 
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Since p;y belongs to a set whose join is 0 by 62(iv), we conclude that p; y = 0, 
finishing the proof of (45). Next, 
P;e%ileBdoS = P; c{y : yQPs;(e$‘& +$;y)} 3% Wx), @al) 
= C{P;Y : ydm;(er +r$;y>} Wxv) 
= cw (45) 
= 0. 
It follows that 
Pi1 Ge$ilesdoS (46) 
by 62(i), 24(xxxi), 3(ii), and 7(v). From hypothesis 62(iii), that s< I’, we derive 
s;p;p;l = 0 as in the proof of 61(vi), so 
p;l =pe;l~p;1+pe;l~p;l 3(viii)(xi) 
=p~;l.p;l+p;pa; rg;p;l+$;p;l 
(1 I_ 
S(i), 62(i), 24(xxxi) 
= p~;l . p; 1 + p;m;<;p; 1 + p;fb;rg;p; 1 Wx) 
<&?;I. p;l +s;p;p;1+ p;ps;<;p;l 62(iii), 24(x) 
= pi; 1 . p; 1 + p;pB;r$;p;1 s;p;p;l = 0 
SinCC wlpwhileedos(p;l) is the greatest fixed point of p~;l p;l + p;pB;rg;(-), and 
we have just seen that p; 1 is expanded by pi; 1 . p; 1 + p;p~ ;r$ ;n, it follows that 
p;1~wlpwhil,Bd,s(P;1)- (47) 
From (46) and (47) we conclude by 34(ii) and 7(iv) that p; 1 <wp,hiteadoS (p; l), as 
desired. 
8. Demonic interpretations 
Let ‘?I be a complete relation algebra. Consider maps P,E : ii!&mc -+ A and their 
extensions rp, ePc : Bat --f A. Let us say that S is demon-proof under (p, E) if 
ps; 1 . ES = 0 and demon-proof under (rP, eJ’J) if I; ; 1 . e? = 0. The informal idea 
behind this terminology is that a statement is demon-proof if there are no states from 
which both terminating and nonterminating computations are possible, so a demon that 
would choose a nonterminating computation whenever any computation is possible 
would have no chance to cause nontermination when termination is available. Suppose 
S satisfies 4 ; 1 + es - PPE 1 (the “law of the excluded miracle” for the interpretation 
(rP,ePB), that every state initiates some computation). Then S is demon-proof under rP 
and P iff tie 1 = e$‘&, i.e., nonterminating computations start from exactly those states 
from which zo terminating computation is possible. 
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Let us say that an interpretation is demon-proof if all statements are demon-proof 
under that interpretation. We consider the problem of creating a miracle-free demon- 
proof interpretation. Recall that p and E are basically correct if 
Pskip = 1’5 &skip = 0, 
Pabort = 0, &abort = 1, 
Phavoc = 1, &havoc = 0, 
PB<l for every Boolean statement B E &oic, &R ;1 = &R for every R E aaaic, 
Suppose we have a single map p : L&sic + A satisfying the items above that refer 
Only to p, that is, p&p = l’, p&on = 0, phavoc = 1, and pB < 1’ for every Boolean 
statement B E 9Lnic. From p we can create an additional map E : 9?aa'c + A by 
setting &R = PR; 1 for every R E &cli~. Notice that &R is a domain element for every 
R t 2aciic, and 
&skip =Pskip;l=1);1=i=o, 
&abort =Pabon;l=0;=1, 
&havoc = Phavoc;l = 1;1 = 0. 
It follows that p and E are basically correct and (rP,ef',') is a correct ‘U-interpretation. 
We have PR ; 1 f&R = PR ; 1 + PR ; 1 = 1 for every R E Bait, so (rp, ePc) is miracle-free 
by 60. We have defined E so that every R E .%a&c is demon-proof under p and E. 
But it does not follow that every S E Ydat is demon-proof under rp and efiE. Here 
is an example that shows this. Suppose there are exactly two machine states, T and 
I, called “turmoil” and “repose”, respectively. Choose two distinct variables X and Y 
and choose p so that px = {(I, I), (I, T)} and py = {(I, I)}. Thus X says, “from 
repose go to any state”, and Y says, “if in repose, then stay in repose”. From p and E 
we get the miracle-free correct interpretation (rp, eP,&). Let S = X; Y. Then 
--- 
rg;l = rgiv; 1 =px;pr;l = {(l,l),(l,T)};((l,l)};l = {(TJ),(TJ)), 
so rg ; 1 says “turmoil is the only state lacking terminating computations”, while ey 
says “all states have nonterminating computations”, since 
ey =e~Ey=e~+rP,;ePJE=&~+px;&y 
= {(I,I),(I,T)};l+{(~,~),(~,T)};~(~,~)~;1 = 1. 
Thus <;l # er, so (r",@") is correct and miracle-free but not demon-proof. 
Now there is a trivial way to start with any miracle-free interpretation (rP,&&) and 
create one that is both miracle-free and demon-proof. For every S E %&at define 
- 
.$=$.eF (48) 
and consider (s PPE,ePVE). Then, for every S E %at, ey is a domain element, so 
(s@, eP,&) is an interpretation, 
l=r~;l+e$&=r~;l.~+e~= (rg-e) ;l +ey =sr;l +er, 
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so (sPJ,eP,&) is miracle-free, and 
so (sJ’*~,&~) is demon-proof. Furthermore, because (s P,E,eP,E) is miracle-free, the non- 
termination domain is entirely determined by the input-output element: 
eP’“=r~;l+e~=rC;l~eS s 
P.E= (rg.?) ;l =m_ (49) 
But now the trouble is that (s P*’ &“) may not be correct, because s?r and $$r are ,
not determined from SF and s”;” by ordinary relative multiplication and union. Instead, 
we have 
PC . PB 
$;T==S ,sT ‘SS , T , , 
PI& . p . 1 
sP?” - (sty SorT- +spT’“) $;l .@;I, 
since 
(50) 
(51) 
= (rg . q);rP, (I$ . er);eF 
- 
(48) 
39 
3( xxi) 
3(xvi) 
U(xxviii) 
= (< . q);(rP, . e?). (rg q);ep 24(xxiii) 
= sP.” . p . sP.” . eP>” 
S’T S,T (48) 
= sP’& . sP9” . sP’E . sP” . 1 
S ’ T S ,T’ (49) 
and 
SForr = ’ ek%r T
=f;‘;$) .er.eF 
(48) -- 
39, 3(xvi) 
- - 
= 
( 
rg.ey+rP,-ep 
> 
_p PE S .e, 3(vii)(viii)(ix)(xv)(xvi) 
= (s!$&+sF) .sF;l .sF;l (49), (48), 3(ii). 
(The parts of 3 inrthe third step show that (x+y).z = (x+y).z.z = (x.z+y.z).z = 
(x~z~z+y~z)~z=(x~z+y)~z.) 
Formulas (50) and (5 1) use the “demonic” versions of composition and union 
- 
(see [1,3,38,39,55]). The “demonic composition” of x and y is x;y . x;y; 1 and 
the “demonic union” of x and y is (x + y) .x; 1. y; 1. A similar formula can be derived 
involving ORiEISi and the “demonic join” of {xi : i E I}, namely &xi. &-, (xi; 1). 
These formulas suggest it may be possible to start from an arbitrary p : 99mr’c + A 
and obtain ,P directly by a single inductive definition employing demonic operations 
in place of ordinary ones, instead of passing first to & Via the definition &R = PR; I for 
every basic R E &a’~, thence to (rP,&&) via 39, and finally to sPB via (48). This may 
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be true, but it is not yet completely proved. The missing part involves recursion. We 
only consider languages without recursion. The incorporation of recursion is an open 
problem discussed at the end of the paper. For all other languages constructs, such a 
“demonic semantics” [3,38] is given in the following definition. 
Definition 63. For every complete relation algebra 9I and every map p : .Cdadc + A, 
let dP : %aL(without p) --+ A be the unique map that satisfies the following conditions: 
A demonic interpretation is any extension dP : Yhat(without p) -+ A obtained from 
amap p:Bask~-+A. 
Theorem 64. Let ‘9I be a complete relation algebra and let p : L?&zaic ---t A. Define 
E : Badic -+ A by &R = pR ; 1 for every R E _C!&zoic. Then rg . e, TZ = dg for every 
S E %!at(without p). 
- 
Proof. Define SF = rg . ey as in (48) above. By the remarks at the beginning of this 
section, (rp, eP,&) is a miracle-free correct interpretation and (49) holds, i.e., ey = SF ; 1 
for every S. We will prove, by induction on the complexity of statements, that .s$& = dg 
for every S. First suppose S is basic. Then 
% 
PB = 9 
sveP/ (48) 
=ps.q 39 
=ps.ps;l definition of E, 3(ii) 
= Ps 2+x), 7(v) 
= d; 63. 
As inductive hypotheses for the remaining cases, assume 
sy = dp S’ ST 
PsE = dP 
T 
Proof that sKT = dgiT: 
%, - s, 
P,E _ dP for every i E I (52) 
‘S;T - % vsT 
P.6 _ PI&. PIE . SP.E .sP.“. * 
S’T’ (50) 
= dp,.dp, .d;.dP,-1 , 9 , (52) 
= d;.T 63. 
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Proof that syo, T = d&, T: 
.g’E - (sgJ+spy .sy;1 .q;1 
SorT - (51) 
= (d;+dp,) -d&l +d;;l (52) 
= d{O,T 63. 
To prove that sgRzE,S, = dkR,,,s,, first note that 
(53) 
since 
3(vii), 16 
l(v), 7(iii)(iv), 9(iii) 
6 C$ . 7(iii)(iv), B(iii) 
iEI 
t$$ 
so 
(48) 
39 
&ii) 
(53) 
(40 (49), (5~)~ 3(ii) 
63. 
Proof that se” IfBthenSelseT = d~lthenSelseT’ 
s?” P 
If E then S else 2’ = ‘ifEthenSel$eT .egthen~e,se, (48) 
= (Pe;<+p~;l .rpT) .Pe;eF+Ps;l .ec 39 
= (PB;~.TP++PB;~.~T).PB;~.~~+PB;~.~~ PB < l’, 24(xxxi) 
=PB;1’(4s’~)+pa;l.(4,.~) 3(ix)(xx) 
=&+sr+PB;l .s; (48) 
=/+?;Sy+P&l .s$ pe < l’, 24(xxxi) 
=Pe;d;+P&d; (52) 
= dzBthenSel.seT 63 
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Proof that s”” B-S- B-S' - dP 
s& = r& . e& (48) 
=PB;<.PB;~ +e$‘& 39 
= PB;$ f (PB; 1 .q) 3(ii)(xvi) 
=PB; (6.e) pi 4 1’ , 24(xxxi)(xxxiv) 
= p&q (48) 
= ps;d; (52) 
= d;+s 63. 
Proof that s&(B,+Si) = ‘%kIE,(B,+Sij: 
= 2 k% $1 ’ 2 (PB, i ‘> ’ 3 PB, ;eg; 
3(ii)(ix)(xvi), 8(ii)(iii) 
=z(pB&) '$,B,& 
7(ii)(v), 24(x), 9(iii) 
= 2 (PB, ;<, ’ PB, ;a”) ‘2 PB, ;e$; 
see proof of (53) 
=c (pBc;r~,'@.~&-$ 
iEI 
Pe, < l’, 24(xxxv) 
=~(PB,;(~,‘~)).~(pa,;l+~) 
Pei < l', Wxxxi), 3(ix)(xvii) 
=,s (PBi;d$,) .,; (Pd +$;l) 
(48), (49), (52), 3(ii) 
= dPF,E,~~,-S,j 
63. 
Next we prove ‘ZhileBdoS = %hileBdo,‘$* To cut the amount of notation involved, 
introduce some abbreviations. Let 
b =PB, r =I$, w = QwhileBdoS’ 
d = ChileBdoS’ e=er, 
P.6 
n = ewhileBdoS. 
nen ‘%kleBdoS = w . ?i and the inductive hypotheses (52) yield 
dg = r.8. (54) 
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We wish to show that w. ti = d. By 39, 63, and (54) we have 
w=n{X:x>b.l’+b;r;x}, 
n=C{y: y<b;e+b;r;y}, 
d = n {x : ~25. 1’ + b;(r.if);x.b;(r ?);a}. 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
Let h be the function b;e . b;r;(-). Note that h is monotonic. It follows from (56) by 
3(ii)(xvi) and &ii) that 
so E is the least fixed point of h by 22. In particular, 
h(2) = n. (58) 
The interpretation is miracle-free, so Z dr; 1 and Ti< w; 1. We derive a different form 
for h. 
-- 
h(x) = b;e . b;r;x definition of h 
= b;e + b;r;x 3(xvi) 
= b;l .(e+b;r;?t) 66 I’, 24(xxxi), 3(xv) 
= b;l +.?.b;r;T 3(xvi)(xvii) 
= b;l +e-b;l .r;l .b;r;n 3(viii)(ix)(xxi), ZQr; 1, 7(v) 
=b;l+e.b;r;I.b;r;x b ,< l’, 24(xxxi) 
= b;l +e.b;r;x.b;r;i 24(xxiii) 
so 
h(x) = 6; 1 + 2. b;r;x . b;r;E (59) 
Let f be the function 5. 1’ + b;(r . i?);(-) . b;(r . Z);(-); 1. Note that f is monotonic, 
d = n {x : x >-f(x) }, d is the least fixed point of f by 22, and 
f(x) = 5. 1’ + b;(r . F);x b;(r . Z);q definition of f 
= 8. 1’ + (b;r . Z);x . (b;r . Z);a b < l’, 24(xxxi), 3(ix) 
= 5. 1’ + Z. b;r;x . Z. b;r;x; 1 53, 26(ii), 24(xxvi) 
= 5. 1’ + 2. b;r;x . b;r;a 3(viii)(ix)(xiii)(xvii) 
so 
f(x) = 6. 1’ + Z. b;r;x . b;r;q, 
f(d) = d. 
(60) 
(61) 
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We get w 2 f(w . E) as follows. By 22, w is the least fixed point of the monotonic 
function 5. 1’ + b;r;(-), so 
w = 5. 1’ + b;r;w, (62) 
f(w .%i) <f(w) f is monotonic 
=b* l’+Z.b;r;w.b;r;w;l (60) 
<b. I’ + b;r;w 7(iv) 
=w (62 ), 
and we get Ti> f(w . Ti) as fohows: 
f(w 3 d f@) f is monotonic 
=b;l. l’+~.b;r;ii.b;r;n; (60), b < l’, 24(xxxii) 
<b;l t2.b;r;n.m 53, 26(iii), 7(ii) 
= h(E) (59) 
= Fi (58). 
Thus, we conclude that d <w . ?i. From this we get d; 1 <(w -2); 1 <?i; 1 = E. Therefore 
E = d; 1 and d; 1 = n. Next, observe that 
d;l = f(d);1 (61) 
- 
= b.l’+Z.b;r;d.b;r;d;l 
( > 
;l (60) 
=(~.l’);l+(e.b;r;d.b;r;~);l (Raz) 
- 
= b;l+F.b;r;d;l.b;r;d;l b < l’, 53, 24(xxvi)(xxviii)(xxxii), 
26(i)-(iii) 
= h(d; 1) (59). 
Thus d ; 1 is a fixed point of h, but pi is the least fixed point of h, so we have ii 6 d; 1. -- 
For the final step, first recall that n = b;e+b;r;n. Then ii = b;e.b;r;n = &.b;r;d;l, 
so 
b.l’+b;r;(d+n) =b.l’+b;r;d+b;r;n 24( ix) 
<F. 1’ + b;r;d + n since b;r;n<n 
=b.l’+b;r;d.Ti+n 3(xxi) 
-- 
= z. 1’ + b;r;d . b;r;d; 1 . b;e + n remark above 
=b.l’+e.b;r;d.b;r;d;l+n b < l’, 24(xxxv), 3(viii)(ix 
= f(d) + n (60) 
=d+n (61). 
Thus d + n is contracted by the function 5 . 1’ + b; r ; (-), but w is the least such 
element, so w <d + n, which implies w . ii <d. Combined with d <w . Ti, this gives US 
w . pi = d, as desired. q 
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Most of the following corollary is proved for ‘2I = %e (U) in [38]. A proof of 
part (v) appears in [48, p. 1751. 
Corollary 65. Assume 2l is a complete relation algebra, p : 9Zhic + A, and dP is a 
demonic %-interpretation of %&(without p). DeJine wpi (-) : A + A by wpi (x) = 
dg;X. dg; 1 for every S E .%at(without p). Then 
ti) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
wP$kirj (x) = x. 
wI&Jori (x) = 0. 
wP;a”oc (x) = otx. 
wP;lavoc (1) = 1. 
wp;;r (x) = wp; (wp’, (x)). 
wp$orr(X)=WP$(x).wP~(x). 
wP&,,S; 6) = ni,, wp$ (x). 
wp;f~th~~s~,~~ r (x) = PB ;y; tx) + PB; 1 ’ w&- tx). 
wp;_s (x) = PB;wP; (x). _ 
~P;F,~,(B,+s,) (x) = ni,, (PB, ; 1 + wp;, (x)> ’ &,(P& ; 1 ). 
WP~~i~e~~oS(X)=~(Y’Y~(P5;‘+‘)‘(PB;1’WP$(Y))}~ 
Proof. According to the remarks at the beginning of this section we start with p, 
define E, and get the correct miracle-free 2I-interpretation (rP,ePJ) with its predicate 
transformer wp(_) (-) to which 57 applies. For every S E Bat(without p) we have 
r” . es P.E = dg by (48) and 64, hence es - PIE dg; 1 by (48) and (49), so, by the remarks 
and computation preceding 34, we have 
wpi(x) =dg;X.dg;l = rs (Gq ;x.+wpS(x). 
Therefore, all parts of 57 involving wp(_) (-) also apply to wp;_, (-). 0 
Open Problem. Extend Definition 63 to all of Ykat by adding 
d&,,,, =~{x:x2dP(X*)S}, (63) 
where dP (Xx)c_, is the extension obtained by reassigning p from px to x. Does Theo- 
rem 64 extend as well? 
This problem amounts to asking whether one can show &Is1 . eFLsl = d& for 
every S. It seems reasonable to conjecture that this can be done, but one of the diffi- 
culties encountered is that dP (X(-))S may not be monotonic. Here is a case in which 
this happens that may also serve as a test case for proving this conjecture. Suppose 
X does not occur free R or T. Let S = fl [if B then R;X;X else T]. As inductive 
hypotheses assume I$ . q = di and S, . q - p E d$. The problem is to prove w . n = d, 
where 
w=9. @‘[lfBthenR;X;X else T]’ n = e~[ifBth,“,;X;X.I,,,]’ d = d~[ifBthenR;X;XelseT]. 
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By 39, 63, (63), and the inductive hypotheses, 
w =n{~:x~Ps;r~;x;x+Ps;l .I$}, 
1 
--- _ 
n =n x:x~~~;l.e~.rP,;X.r~;~;~+~~;l.ePjB 
> 
, 
d =1-{ x :x>pB;l .d~;x;x.d~;x;l.d~;x;x;++PB;l .d; > 
=I-{ 
-- 
x :x2ps;l .e, P.E.r~;~;~.r~;.;X;l.gR;~;~;l +pe;l .rP,.ey , 
-1 
so the problem in this case is to show that the intersection of the least fixed points of the 
-pp -- 
monotonic functions PB;I$;(-);(-)+~e;l.rt and PB;~.~~.T~;(-).SR;W;(-)+PB;~.~PT’C is 
the meet of all elements contracted by the nonmonotonic function us; 1 .q. I$ ;(-);(-). - -- 
r$;(-); 1 . rg;(-);(-); 1 + pi; 1 . rpT . eP;E. 
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